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CBAPDB I
THE ORIGIN OF THE DRUG PROBLD:
!lle . . . of opi_ Juice aea 'medicine hae· be·ell lalon

for _1' OCtatart. . , aad, i8 all pro_bUt t7 dates _ok to prehistoric time••
proof of the use· of opi_ areearl;r Greek and· Ro_ writings.

'fhe'ear11e.t tracte rece-rie.hew that the·traff1oiD opi ...
exi8~
~

in 'the Far Eaat befoft" 'the t1ae of the Cnsades.

haTe BUP,.", 'that -'the Egypt!• • , bew about the properties

ofopia, -but theirftitlag. ahow

DO

tra-" of this mow18age..

The Arab tradera'we" the fint whe w&re'-lmowu,tohavebeeD

familiar with the drug called optua aDd they in tum i8tro ...
duoeel it into China.

Aceorcl1ngte aome scholars, there ia a
In seTeralpasaag8s

-

in the Old Tea--..'tth., WOft naB 1.·'.eatioaed in connection
with theW&rd latDah, wormwood· or abe_the. 1

-':dh
in these passaces
re ered healock.

18

is
the authorized Tersion
howeTer, in Hebrew ia the
wor4 for thea4', aD480it haa been _taken by later
scho1ara to meaa pOPP.J head, aD4!!-ro.h. rendered
~ lewish interpreters as 'poiaoa-water,' is taken
to .eau the Juioe of the poppy.-2
~,

Profe.sor Bloomfield of the Sanakrit Department of

1. lerem1ah VIII 14, IX 14.
2. "cht •. DaTid I., -The History of Opium, - Scientific

American, May 29, 1915, pp. 350-52.

•.

2

101ma HopJdDa Univeraity aaya' that op1ua ia ROW at hoae·1a
India and that iD the clasBical literature there is no mention
of it.

I'rom the time· of the )(opl Conquest there appearaa

word ldJaSh-khaaA, meaDiDg poppy Heel.aad kha.ah-khash.r&sh.
. . . .188 the juice ·of the POP"_

),ro. the latter wen we

rec.opize our moaem werichap·leh.

As·1& JUDor .eams to

haTe be.. the earl,.· home· olopt_. &ad fro. there it wae
oarried to Greece.
Hippoitratee

aew'

It is DOt at all. oertain w.ther

of opium. 'but some substance similar to

op1ua w. . reterr.. to _

lUa. l

At the beg1u,lng of the' third. ceatll17 B. C••

Theophraataa refers to opt_
oOlla1.~"

of

aD

~s

_ . .enium; it appears to haTe

extract of the whole, pl.aat.

Th1s is .oa...

t1Jlee referrecl· to a.· the· first auth:eBt·1oaeoowt·tof·op1ua.

,

---

-Sori"lliue Larps. ill h1s 'CompoaitionaKed.ioamentorua. t
about the year forty of the preseat era, descr·iDea the
method of preoar1JlC opiua from theoapetiee ot the poppy •
and' about the'year se"eaty.aeTeB of the same century
Dio8cori.a, Dl&kea a dist1nction bet..... taejtl1ce of the
capsules and the extract ,. of the whole plant.
From this
we suppose that the collect10n of opium was rather
iJDportan.t at this t1Dle.-2
The, drug soon became very popular in Rome aa4 the shopkeeper.

took OTer the true.

The coca plaat was ".e' by the lDCU.&ll8

of South America for tne same purpose a. tbe poppy in the Far
East.

~

other Shrubs and plaats were also used to get

1. KaCht •. David 1., 10c. cit.

-

2. Ibid.

-will

--

r -

r

D&rcotic4rugs.
From the first to the twelfth oeD"uie.· the op1li11l of
Asia 1I1nor appears to have Deen the- oltl1' known to' oo.... roe.
In the" thirteea1al oeatu17, - opiwa 18 JIleDtioDed_ S1meB
lUll. . .1., . ~slc181t

to Pope ITiol101as IV.

In the auteeath

ceDtar)', opi_· i8 __D~i0De4·'" P7re. (1016) as a product1on
of the k1Bg4e. of Cob (boh Behar, aouthwest of lJlutUl) ill
Bengal, and of JIal·awa. l
The· sprea4·of Jle8a_tul_ ..._

introouee4· the-' drug !ato tae :laat, at first into Pereia &Ild
later into Cb1Da.
and wZ'ote Baleh about it.

-~e·ear11e·.t

aetien of op1_ aa

a product of IDdia is by the traTeler kr'beaa,in 1511.- 2
!hit Arabs

'bes-' tralliug with China around the nillth

century.
But at thatt1me it was us-.4 only as a aecllc1De.

th....19•••

The opiwaproduc1Dg pop", i . meationet io' Ch1nes. 11 terature
early in the

rug dynasty (from

A. D. 618). and the·medieinal

use of its seeds 1a referred to in the -Herbalist's Treasur,y,composed in 973. 3
Opl.-seems to haTe been known in China
for maD¥ years before it was uaed
It appears

.
,

~t

exoe8siTe~

for smoking_

the smoking of opiua was firat introduced b.J

1. Enrlclopedia Britannica, 11th Xd., Vol. XX, p. 130 •
2. t'6.
.
.
3. lorae, H. B., The International Relations of the Chinese
p.171.
--

mixing it with tobacco.

The Dutch iDdulged 1D the

smok1Dg

of tobacco in lava and from there it spread to For.mosa. thence
to Amoy &ndthe maiDland. generally.

This was in the JIl1ddJ.e

of the seventeeath centtary' and thereafter the use of opiWl
for smoking spread rapidly.

tne Spanish aidea the Dutch in

this enterprise by bringing with them from the Borth AmericM
continent to their Philippine POSS8S81oD JIlu'ch of the aarcotic
kn01Rl as tobacco_

Chinese trad.ers took this tobacoo back to

the Chine'8e ports aud it spread in this JII&Dl1er. 1

The ChiDese

emperors, when they conqvere4 Amoy and Foraesa in 1683, first
came into contact with the problem of opium smoking which,
until well into the eighteenth oentury, was serious only 1D
the district around ABoy.

OpiQm traffic did not becQae a

meRaeeto the Oriental trader until it was developed by the
Europe....

When bperor Keug.h1 conquerea Asoy and FOraGsa in 1683.
the Imperial GoverDllleJ'lt i88U84 no de-oree· &gaiDst opilDl,

DOl'

did. the Eaperor even revive the prohibition of his ancestors
agains t to bacoo smoking.

It was left to his aueeesaor,

Yuna

Cheng, to deal with the matter.;. and he, in 1'129, six years
after his aueeession, iS8ued the first anti-opiwn edict,
ordaining aevere penalties against the sale of opiwa for
smoking and the opening of opiUJll-smold.1lg divans, but no
specific penalties were prescribed for the smoker..

...

It cannot

ow

5

be douBted that the Chinese merChants entered into the
traffic and share. in the great profits.

Up to 1729 the

opium imported into China was small and it came mostly from
India.

Foreign opium was first introduced 1Dte China 'by

the Portuguese and later by the :British East India company.l
the-East India Company got control of poppy cultivation in
India in 1757 ae a result of the victory of CliTe at Plasaey •
.At this time the opiwa trade waa mostly 1n the hands of the
Portuguese anelit remain" so until 1773.

In tba t year the

East India Company took control of it, and. that is the
earlieat date of English merchants importing op1um into China.
!he trade was left 1n private hands until 1780, when the
company began their monopoly.

.At this date there began an

enormou's increase of foreign opium finding its way into China.
In 1796 the emperor reviTed the penalties of 1729. but this
could net check the menace.

Finally. in 1800 the Emperor

Klaking issued an edict prohibiting the

~portation

of opiua

from abroad. and the cultivation of the poppy at home.

This

uShered in the smuggling of opium which continues to the
present day.
About this time the House of Commons in England decided that it was not a wise financial policy to give up
suCh a valuable source of revenue as the opium trade to the
East India

Comp~.

1.. -)(orse. H. :B.,

Since the government had come to look

.2E.!!!!.

t

p. 173.

~.

::

6

at the remuneratiTe side of the traffic, naturally nothing
was done to check it.

This trade increased until by 1837

there were 30,000 chests imported as compared to 4100 in
1796. 1

During this till. there was little attention paid to

the decree of Emperor Kiaking and China made

stringent

From 1821 to 1839 the

efforts to suppress the traffic.
:

DO

forceaagaillst opium did strenethea some, culminating in the
Opium

.~r.

In 1837 the Chinese Govermaent decided to stop

the traeeal t&gether.

Whether alarmee at the trade or the

drain of ailver, LiD-Tse-su, a high commissioner, was sent
to CanteD to check the illicit traffic •
• uch ot" the work that had been. done in the past few
years to put down the opium traffic in China was opposed by'
the tax collecting mandarins.

Sinee many aftheee were

getting rioh from the trade, few probably had any desire to
stop it.

:But Lin was a zealous official and when he was

sent to Canton in 1839 he was determined to fulfill his
mis8ion.

Just before his arrival, custom house officials

had seized several chests of opium and now he demanded that
these Chests be turned over to h1m.
A.t this time the interests of England in China were
in the hands of Charles Elliot.

When LiD took the chests

mentioned above, Elliot was in Macao but he hurried to Canton.
1. Walpole, Spenser, Ristor:!! Eeliand, Vol. VI, pp. 194.

7

He

arriTed aDd c81laB4e4 that all of the :Dri tieh tra••re tura

OTer their op1_ to him and _1

D

turD handed· it OTer to Lin.

Fer awAile tel18iGB wae
lesee.ea, but on April 4, LiD require4 all aerehaate engaged
in the OpilDl tra4e to ••••r 1Dto a 'bOBd UD4er which all
Teeeels hereafter

\1:8n

for this een1ee a1tMlfi be tUrDea OTer

to the ChiDe•• ·GoTe,naeat . and· all perseBs calmecte4 with the
trade wauld • sufter death at the baade- of the Oelestial Court.· 1
This·· waa 'preaptl,. reftl.,..4 'by the· Bri-t,1ah ana· Wlexpeet.edly the
cheat. of op1_ wen ·4.etro,.".

Also Lin erclered all eom.

mercial intercours• •ith tile tra4era to' be 8topp", , aDd forbad. any•••

8~pplJ1D.

them with food.

Some of the <Iliaeee

merChaata were cOBSlderably in debt to the British and now

that the op1_ was d-eetroyftd matten becasewG·ree.

The Houee of-Commcme' haci-'ref1l8" to - ill-terfere with

the opi_ trade which amounted to from 1,000,000 to 1,500,000
poUDCla aDDually to the Indian GOTe'rBaeDt. 2 'lhea Blliot took
OTe-r the opi_ froa the- Jlerohants, it was

val~eci

at from

2,400,000 to 4,800,000 3 and he had prami••' to give thea

bond.8 on the :British GOTernaent for this vaJ.ae.

Later he

rehaed to giTe thia 'bOBel aD4seat fer Auklsn4. GovernorGeneral. of Iaelia. for

armea

uai.taDee.

Ae the 8W1U1i8r weDt

on, affaire became more acute &Del many eaw that armed conflict
was inevitab1e.

1. Ibiel., p. 96.
2. i'5II.

-

3. l1iI1.

8
On. July

7 some EngliSh sailors landed Dear HOng.kong

ChiD_, L1D.Wei.JU., was

and in a riot that followed, a
killed.

The

Chinese demanded the killer.

Elllot gave a

large compensation to the relatives of the slain
did not eatisty the ChiBeee,authoritiee.

maD

but this

Elliot then told

the a'Othori ties that the killer hat Dot beell fOWld and. that
he would be put en trialwb.eacapturri..
off from the British subjects

and.

Supplies were cut

Captain Elliot declared

the port and river of CaD·ton blockaded.

Soae negotiations

occurred but these merely ea.ed affaire at haRd and did not
stop the opium traffic which went on with prioes gradually
ria1Dg.
The

act of CoDllli8aioner LiD may serTe to explain the

outbreak of hostilities between the two countries, bl1t it
was aerely the immediate cause.

Bo doubt the opium aitua.

tion'waeauch that a break was ce'rtain to come.

In 1841

hostilitin eeaaed, anei a treaty, whioh did Dot eyeD mention
the opium iraffic, was drawa up mainl,. by the English.
Elliot proceed.. to take Caaton after the Chinese refused. to
accept the treaty, but instead of attacking the city he allowed
it to P&.7 a ranaUL which put it virtually under the control of
the English.

fhia aci did not satisfy the Chinese

BritiBh sailors.

or the

At thia period, Henry Pottinger replaced

Elliot,l and after some fighting and the destruction of four
1. OWen, David Edward, British Opium Policy
p. 185.

~

£hiDa

!!!

India,

'_

,

-

I

r

9

Chinese war-junks, the Chinese agreed. in 1842, to sign a
treaty.
B,y this Treaty of Nankingl the Channels of trade
were opened to all nations from which opium was not excluded,
the treaty stating that the money demanded from the Chinese
Government should be paid to the opium merchants who had
suffered loss through the action of Commissioner Lin.

The

Chinese saw no other reason for the war than the opium traffic,
yet the British demanded and receiTed Hong-kong outright and
five other ports were opened to the British trade while opium
was hardly mentioned.

The Chinese were informed that they

could regulate the trade according to their own laws so long
as those laws did not seriously conflict with the British
interests.
Ireaties were made at the same time with the United·
States and France. but the opium problem was not settled by
the war or by these treaties.

While opium was passed OTer

in silence in the documents which closed the dispute between
England and China, the trade was expressly prohibited in the
American treaty, and opium was designated as contraband in
the tariff annexed to the forming part of the French treaty.2
The opinion of the Chinese people, as a whole. seems to have
been ppposed to the opium trade but this merely turned the
trade into illicit channels.

After the treaties, they made

no new laws against it in the country and eTen started the

1. Bell and Woodhead. The China Yearbook, 1912. p. 77.
2. Korse, H. B•• OPe cit7. pp. 316-17.

p

10
production of opium.

During this era the opium situation was

as alar.ming in India as it was in China.

The production and

trade of the commodity was even greater in India and it was
practically impossible to balance the budget of the Indian Gov_
ernment without the revenue derived from opium.

Until the

beginning of the twentieth century, the only measures taken
against the spread of drug addiction were those of the Chinese

-.

Government.
The British attitude toward opium in China was that
nothing would be done to help enforce the Chinese laws, the enforcement of whiCh was purely a Chinese matter.

Lord Ashley

in 1843 introduced a resolution in the British Parliament to
the effect that the opium trade should be suppressed as it was
inconsistent with the honor and duty of a Christian kingdom to
support such a trade;l but this motion was withdrawn after a
In the last decade of the

motion for adjournment was made.

nineteenth century, a group in England headed b,y Joseph Alexander 2 exerted its influence on Parliament to secure a change
of its Indian opium policy.

Through the influence of this

group, there was a Royal Commission appOinted to study the
problem from the angle of revenue.

The report of this Com-

mission did not Change the policy in India but instead
sanctioned it. 3

1. Owea, David Edward • .2,R.
2. Ibid., p. 311.
3. Ibid., p. 319.

ill.,

pp. 230-31.

11

In America. public opinion was very JaUch against the
opiua trade.

Of course some Americans to>ok part in the im-

portatioD of opiua into China. but as a whole the Americans
were the only ones to support the Chinese in their prohibition
of the trade.
Between 1842 aDd 1858 China continued her attempts to
suppress the opium traffic, but many of the officials helped
s:musgle the drug into China or helped laa40WDers deceive the
gO'f'emment in their production of the comaodity.

The door

to the trade was further opened. by the Second Opiwa War of
1856-58, caused by an msul t to the British flag and an in-

sult to a French missionary.
By the Treaty of Tientsin in
1858. 1 China was compelled to throw open six more ports, to
allow Europeans to trayel. in ,the interior-of China, to permit the opium trade. and to promise- protect1oB to Christian
missionaries.

Thus we see in 1858 the admittance by China

of opium as a legal article of commerce.
The consumption of opium in India dates probably fram

the sixteenth century. and a monopoly of the purchase ot
opium from the cultivators grew up in Bihar under the Iughal
Empire.

The Empire lost the monopoly during the anarchy of

the eighteenth century, but it was carried on in practice by
a ring of Patna merchants.
1. Bell and Woodhead,

~.

When the East India Company

£!l••

p. 78.

12
&aauae4 r ••poDsibili ty for the colleotioD of the Beqal &Jui
Bihar revenuea in 1765, ita serTaDta appropriated the "Dopoly
for their own private benefit, and the prevailing corruption
continued.

WhenYarren Hastings was appointecl Governor.

General of India in 1773&n. giveD power to organize a ayet ••
of gove'rDJDeBt,. he foucl hi_elf compelled. to talce over the
opi_ .onopoly.l

At first, 'the right to Jlaftufacture opium

w&s farmea out, bat i., 1797 the Go'YerDll8nt
monopo17 of manuf aC'tara.

888<1.Dled

the

Since the time of Wa.rren Hastings,

the sale of opium to China has be,e. a great SGurce of revenu.e
to India.

The cultivation of the poppy was at first con-

fineel to B.bar and

Be~e8,

price to the Government.

and it had to be 801d at a fixed
In Malwa the soil is especially

adapted. to the raising of the popp,y. but the IDdia Company,
wishiDg to prot·ect 1 ts monopoly, would nett allow any of the
llalwa opium to go through the port of Bombay.

This naturally

led to the exporting of BO valuable an article of trade from
other porta; so eventUally it was allowed to

pas~

port of Bombay if the trader pOBsessed a license.

through the
:By 1838

lla1wa .as exporting more opium to Ctlina than to Behar or BeIlares
oombined. 2

1. OWen, David Edward. ER. cit •• p.22
2. Walpole, Spenser • .2R. cit. , p. 196.

..

CHAPTER II

ATrEJIPTS TO CONTROL THE DRUG TRAFFIC PRIOR TO TEE

LlAGUE OF BATIONS

ATTDPTS TO CONTROL THE DRUG TRAFFIC PRIOR TO THI
LlAGUE OF NATIONS

The three earliest attempts at the control of the
opium problem have been mentioned in the previous chapter.
!hey were the 8dict issued by Yung Cheng in 1729, the reviving of this edict in 1796, and the edict 1ssueo by the
Emperor Xiak1ng in 1800.

Throughout most of British India,

the cultivation of opium was regulate. by an act of 1857
saended in 1878 and 1911.

&S

Under this act a license must be

secured before the poppy can be oultiTated.

Alae the total

area to be sown and the exact area was fixed by the Government from year to year.
~e

British Opium Act of 1878 prohibited the manu-

facture, possession, traBsp'ort

t

import, export, and sale of

OpiWll, except as permittea by rules framed under. this act,
and provided. for the oonfiscation of any opium in regard to
whiCh an offen.e was committed.

Officers were given the

right of search and a man whe had opium was
evading the law

unti~

~onsidered

he was proved innocsat.

Licenses,

under government control, were required for buyers and
vendors.

The system. was strictly controlled by a method of

transport passes and t he number of licensed shops in an area
was limited to its needs.

Also a notification under the

Sea Customs Act of 1878 limited the import in other cases in
which it was legally allowed before this act was passed.

F

.

'
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As stated before. the British Society for the Suppress1on·of the Op1W1l Trade in India under the leadership of
Jlr. Alexander had beeD able to get a commission of enquiry to

exaDdne the production and sale of Indian opiwm.
mission was busy for two years

p~eparing

port which was completed in 1895.

coa.

~is

a seven volume re.

The commission found that

a limit was set in allprov1ncea on the amount of opium or
preparations from opium that a person might buy.

They found

that opium was used extensively as a medicine and in some
provinces it had acquired a near religious sanction.
Indian

a~

~e

was a great user of opium but the commission de.

cidecl that it would do great harm to cut out the use at once.
In industry workmen were neTer turned off because of their
use of opium as it was ased only moderately anci very seldom
exee ••il'ely.

One thing the commission brought out very

forcefully was that it would be virtually impossible to dis.
tinguieh bet.ween medical and non...me1iical' use and so it would
be

impractical at the time to issue prescriptions for opium.

It was declared that it had not been necessary to limit the
growth and manufacture of opium and that it would be imposing
a severe penalty on t he people of India to do so.
In the existing treaties with China. India agreed that
the question of importation of Indian opium into China was
settled satisfactorily with her.

The comadssioo's report

was justified b,y the fact that in 1895 the per capita

.

'
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consumption in India was 27 grains

~ereas

slightly lese. being only 26 grains. l

in 1920 it was

Although this com-

mission did not improTe the Indian situation. it did lead.
the way to further reforms.

In 1906 Parliament d.ecreed

that the Inco-Chineee Opium Trade was indefensible and t.bat
measures, should be taken to bring it to an end. whioh was a
great d.eparture from 1ts former opinioDs

OD

the subject.

Consequently, England oooperated with China in her opium
problem until the time of the Shanghai and Hague meetings.
when new'cooperati'Ye methods were iDsti tuted.
After the annexation of the Philippine Ielands by the
Un! te4 states, American intereet in the opium problem became
greater.

In 1905 a oo_ieeion was apPointed. to investigate

the methode used in other territorie. where the·eale of
op1_ was exteftsi.Te.

The eOJDl1ssiou, after vi8itiRg Java,

Cocaia China, Straits Settlement, and various places in China,
based its report

OD

a study of the human characteristios of

Oriental people and the oonditions existing in the Orient.
The Japanese administration of Formosa furniahed the best
material because here the Japanese had tried, in a systematio
way, to cure the peopJ.e of the habit.

Japan, at this time,

appears to have regarded opium more as an evil than did other
Oriental pe.ople, and when they got control of

~ormosa

decided to stamp.out the evil of opium smoking.

it was

1he opiwa

1. Dixon, G. Graham, l!!! Truth About Indian 0Riwn, pp. 2-4.

..
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monopoly was put in the hands of the government, the cultiva_
tion of the poppy was prevented and there was a system ot CODtrol appliec to all phases of the opium problem.

liQsp1tala

were set up where ohroaic users might be given free treatment
and much literature was ciroulatedabout the island regard.ing
the dire effecta of theop1_ habit.

This system of control

prompted the eOJllllli.sion to make this statement. -lapan, a10ll
is a nOB-Christ1u COUD·try, is the only countr,y visited bJ the
Commission where the opi. . question 1s dealt with in its purely
moral and social aspeets.- l
So tmpres8ed was the commission with this system of
control in Formes,a

tha~

they re'oommeneeti

the PhUippine Islancs.

&"

similar one for

It is as follows:

1. Opi_ and traffic in opiYa must be immediately

made a "goTemmeat JBOI1.pol1'.
2. Prohibition. except for medical purposes, after

three years.
3. Only licensees, who shall be males and over 21

years of age, shall be allowed to use opium until
prohibition goes into effect.
4. All vendors or dispensers of opium. except for

medical purposes, shall be salaried officials of
the goverlUD8Dt.

1.

p

, ·Opium and Human Nature.· Outlook, )(arch 4,

1905. pp. 513-15.

.

.
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5. Every effort shall be made
(a) to deter the young from contracting the habit
b,y pointing out its evil effects and by legis_

lation.
(b) to aid in caring for and curing those who
manifest a desire to give up the habit, and
(c) to punish, and if necessary, to remove from
the islands incorrigible offenders. l
Between 1900 and 1906 China tried to check the consumption of opium through progressive tariff and internal
taxation.

Texes were raised on native opium and much

foreign opium was coming in.

Later the British and the

Chinese had an agreement whereby both native and foreign
opium should be taxed the same.

Because this increase in

price resulted in much smuggling, in 1903 the authorities
reduced the taxes in the highly taxed provinces and then
imposed the same taxes on all.

This was merely a forerunner

of the Imperial Edict of 1906.
Many causes have been given for the Chinese Imperial
Edict of 1906.

The Anti-Opium League had done much to show

how the use of opium lowered the social standing and ability
of the people.

The agitation in the Philippine Islands

naturally spread to China. and seventeen of the provinces

-

1. Ibid.
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suba1t'tH a :formal lIemorial 'to 'the 'throne to suppress the
opium.evil.

The oause of this ellict has Bothing to do with

the ilmnense task it set forth and the ..ort~ obJect it had in
vi.w.

This stat...at came from the throBe:

-smokers of opium have wasted their time, negleoted
their aploymeat, spoiled their constitu'tions, ruined
their households· anel·as the Court is desirou8 of making
China powerful, opium must disappear by t:! end of the
decade at the rate ef one-'ten'th per year."
This s'tatemeat· was ··&tar'tliag·· to the Chinese 'and to the world
and.naturally the first questioDwas how it was to be done •
.A prO'Yi8ienfo'r putting this edict into effect had been made.

It watt maGe a subject to fine to ra1s. opiwa and all 8lIlOkers
had to be 11ce1'1sed and their names puDii.etl.

The quantity

used JIlU8t be registered and. it could JH)·t De· _ked where it
was bought.

All offioials who used opiwa must quit immedi.

ately or

the·ir positioDS. and all new offioials were

108&

kept unGer wa'teh four days before they were allowed to go to
work.

It was estimated ihat

40~

of the people used the drug.

Those who were under sixty years of age were required to cut
down their

US8

of the habit.

not less tban. 20% a year until they were free
For those over sixty aDd to princes, nobles,

etc. there was. a milder program.

)ledi.cine to help the

people rid themselves of the habit should be prepared and

1. Bell and Woodhead,

~.

£!!.,

p. 430-31.

.
'
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distributed.
China succeeded greatly in her work and England agreed
with her in 1908 to check the export of the drug from India by
5100 Chests a year. which was one_tenth. l
This was to continue from January 1. 1908, for three years.

At that time.

if Cb:1lla bad fulfilled her share of the agreement, this annual
restriction would be renewed until the export would be ended.
By 1910 reports shewed that the production of opiWl in China

had decreased considerably and the latter part of that year
negotiations for the renewal of the 1908 agreement were made.
This latter agre'ement, finally drawn up Kay 8, 1911, sacrificed $15.000,000 of Indian revenue.

~e

prinCipal features

of the agreement were as follows:
1. China Shall annually diminish the production of
opium proportionately with the Indian export until
opium i8 extinguishe. in 1917.
2. Reoognizing Chinats successful prohibition of the
use of opium. Great Britain agrees that Indian importation into China shall cease earlier if native
production ceases.
3. Indian opium shall not be oonveyed into those provinces whiCh furnish proofs of looal suppression.
providing that Shanghai and Canton are the last
1. Owen, David Edward, !R• .2!1-. p. 337.

p
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ports to be closed.
4. Great Britain ahall be granted facilities for and
right of investigating the diatnution.
5. China shall. have similar rights of investigating
sales and packing of opium in India.
6. China is undertaking to levy a unifor.m tax on
Chinese opium, so Great Britain agrees to a consolidated import tax on 350 taels l per chest.
7. China shall forthwith remove the provincial restrictions upon the wholesale sale of Indian opium,
and shall permit no further taxation at the port
of entry, otherwise, Great Britain may suspend may
suspend or terminate the agreement.
8. The Indian exports shall not exceed 30,600 chests

in 1911, and shall be reduced by 5100 chests anDually.

These chests shall be numbered and

sealed.
9. If at any time during this period it becomes
necessary to amend this agreement it

may

be done by

mutual consent of the two high contracting parties.
10. This agreement shall come into force on the date of
8ignature. 2

1. MOdification of the Chinese ounce, containing 525 grains
of silver.
2. Bell and Woodhead, ~. £!l., pp. 441-43.
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In 1911 there was a reYol. t in Cltill& and she ..a.

DO t

able to live up to her agreement but Great Bri ta1D s&1el 8ae
woul.cl 40 her share w1thol1t regard to what Chilla did.

It waa

hard tor Ch1Ba. to oarry out her part of 'thebargaiD, but wheD

the Republic was· firmly e'stablished in China there was a reneweel effort to stamp out the

pop~y

was taken than under the monarclJ3r.

anel more vigorous action

From the most authentic

information ava11ab1e, 1 t seems· that the conswaptioD and pro4uctioD of opium in China had practically ceased in 1913.
In 1913 Indian experta were·etire1y stopped in aeCON&DCe

with the agreemeBt, causing a loss of more than $35,000,000
to the Indian Government.

!levertheless, the action elided a

very contelltl0·us sUDje-et between Great Britain and China.
In aocordance w-ith this agreeme'nt, the 1egit1DBte foreign

opi1Dl tra"e in China ucithe legitimate Chinese cul·tiTation
of opium camete an eBa on Deoember 31. 1917.

A.otually, in

1917-1918 a reYoluticm broke out in China and the cultivation
of the poppy reappeared during the latter part of 1918. 1
On the suggestion of Bishop Brent of the Philippine
Island8, the United states took the initiative in bringing
about tl1e app.ointment of an international ooDmi.8i.on to investigate thema:tters cormectecl with the use and traffic in
narcotic drugs.

The commission was composed of de1egatea

..
1. OWen, David Edward.

~. ~ ••

p. 352.
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from China, Japan, Great Britain, France, Germany, Holland,
Turkey and the United states.

After the 1nvestigation, this

commission met at Shanghai from February 1 to 26, 1909 ••ith
BiShop Brent presiding.

T.his Shanghai Conierence .as the

first general international recognition that had been giYeD
to the existenee of the problem of addictioD ,to manufactured
drugs.

The cOllBllission experienced difficult times getting

anything tangible accomplisaed, as much material .as laoking
from China. but the results of its four weeks investigation
and discussion .ere'put forth in nine resolutioDS.

This

report gave a recognition of the -uns.erving sincerity- of
the Chinese laws regarding opium produotion and cultivation
but it divulged unmistakably the yaguenessof the central
governmellt' s knowledge of the actual conditions in the provinees.

)(orphia pills were being

USN

greatly as a result

of the action agaiJls,t the growth of poppies so this su,bstance
demandea a special article concerning its eale and use.

A

gradual suppressioD of opium smoking was suggested. with all
governments concemed taking drastic steps to control the
manufacture, sale.

and

distribution of morphine.

Anti-

opium remedies that contained opium should be taken under
control and each country with aettlemeDts in China should
apply that country's pharmacy laws in its settlements.

It

was deemed sufficient to have only a national control of the
drug situation at this time.

p
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While this conference was criticized by some as not
having accompliShed anything, a statement issued by the De.
partment of state at Washington explained that the conference had. been called only for the purpose of studying opium
problems and discussing the best means of dealing with them,
and that all of the governments were pleased with the outcome.
At any rate there were several novel features of this confer.
ence that were worth considering, namely:
1. The emphatic reoognition of the

sin~erity

of the

Chinese Government in stopping the production and
consumption of OpiWll, which had previously been
doubted in some quarters.
2. !he ne'ed for international cooperation to prevent
illicit traffic in the drugs in question, especial.
ly

by

controlling the produotion of raw opium.

3. The grave importance of controlling the manufacture,
sale, and distribution of morphine as well as opium.
4. The recognition that other drugs, liable to similar
abuse, required scientific investigation. l
WheD we consider the fact t hat this was the first in-

ternation&! opium conference ever held, we cannot min1m1ze
its importance and the work it accomplished.

It heralded

the awakening of the world to the realization of the menaoe
of manufactured drugs.

1. Bell and Woodhead,

!he mem.bers were not empowered ..

~.

£!!., p. 439-41.
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to draw up a convention, because the governments were not
yet willing to submit themselves to any binding agreement.
When the United states called the Shanghai Conference,
it was said in many quarters that America should put her own
house in order first.

True enough, the laws in this country

were not what they should have been.

By

the Act of February

23, 1887, the United states forbade the importation of non-

medical opium into this countr,y b,y Chinese citizens, or its
importation into China by American citizens.

By the Act of

February 14, 1902, the United States forbade the sale, except
for medical purposes, of opium to natives of the Pacific
Islands within a certain sphere. l
Certainly these laws did not bring American opium
legislation up to date, but on February 9, 1909. there was
an act passed to prohibit the importation into the United

States of opium for other than medical purposes.

This law

improved feeling throughout the world towards the United
states.

The law stated that

-it shall be unlawful to ~port into the United States
opium in any fora or any preparation or derivative
thereof: Provided. That opium and the preparation or
derivative thereof, other than smoking opium or opium
prepared for smoking, ~ be imported for medical purposes only, under regulations which the Secretary of
the Treasury is hereby authorized to prescribe, and
when so imported shall be subject to the duties which
are now or may hereafter be imposed b.J law.- 2
1. Willoughby, w. W•• Opium as an International Problem, p. 571.
2. U.S.statutes ~ tirge, ~otn ~ngress 1907_09,
36 Part 1.
~uDllc tiws, p.
4.

v.
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Also a fine of fro.a $50 to $5000, or imprisonment for any time
not exeeeding two years, or both were to be imposed on offoaers.
In the same Congress a bill was passell.:forbidcing thesel11ng
of opium in the PaeifioIslands with a f1ne attached for of.
fenders.

Also, $20,000 was appropriated.

the 60th Con.

by

gress to pay the expenses of the three representatiTes to the
international op1_ conference-.

With this legislation,

America could call the powers together for an international
agreement and hold a straight face in doing ,so.
In the same· year of the Sllangha1Conference.

the

United: states invited the DatioRs interestefl in the opium
quest10D to come to The Hague aBel draw uP, some international
treaty bas'ed on the work done at Shanghai.

An

exchange of

views· and re-commenclations was takes up at Shanghai, but the
Hague Convention was to be· empowered to agree

UPOIl

the com-

mittee recommendations to eolIlllit the Tariouscountries to
some definite po11cy.

With this T1ew in mind. the United

States Government sent a list of topics,which it proposed
Should.be discussed at the oonference. to the other countries.
Summarizec briefly. these propos&Ls 1ncluded1. Re&ulations to control opium from procuction to

use.
2. A l.1m1tation of ports through which it might be
sent.
3. Notifications of amount Shipped from one country
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to another.
4. Application of natioD's phar.macy laws in Settlements
in China.
5. Uniform proTisiells for penal laws against ofterulers •
.fS.

UnitomicleBt.ification marks'oll drugs.

7. Granting of permits to traffiokers.

S. AdTisability of an intematioDal eoBlllissioD to be

iDtntStell with the carrying out of any international
agreeaeat cODclud.ell.
Varioua suggestioD.· regardiDg the.e pre."i810118 were _de by
the goVe1'JD18Bts preseat,Great Britais prebably mak1Bg the
moat iaportaut.

The British prepo8al was to the effect that

go."eraaeat8 should take- up such drugs as eoca11l8 and morphine.
in additioD to opi ... and take drastic .e..ures to control
these drugs.

She,also &uggeeted that the convention be ap-

pli.. to Mmatactured' druga.
The

powers me-t at the Has"' OR December 1, 1911, aDd.
q

held. meetinss until the 23rd of January, 1912.

The ConTen-

tiOD for.med cODsisted of twenty-five articles divided into
s1xch&p.ter8, the main provisioDS of which were:
-Chapter 1: To control the produotion and distribution
of raw opium, to prevent export of raw opium to countries
which prohibit its entry, to mark packages for export
containing.ore than ti."e kilogramso! raw opiWD, and to
per.mit export and tmportonly by duly authorized persons.
Cbapter 11; :e,. gr&4ual steps to suppress -entirely the
tratfic in smoking op1\Dl; and -to prohibit export and import 'as soon as possible.'
Chapter 111: To restrict the manufacture, sale, and use
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of aedicinal opium, morphine, cocaine, and their
derivatives to strictly medical andl egitimate
purposes.
Chapter IV: In conjunction with China, to take
aeasureB to preveat the influx of raw opium,
smoking OpiUll, aDd. manufactured drug. into that
countr,y for addiotion purposes.
Chapter V: To tExamine the possibility' of enacting law8 or regulatioDs making ita penal offenBe
to be in illegal possession of raw opiua, prepared
opium (smoking opium), morphine t cocaine. etc.; to
excbamge information as to the various preventive
measures enacted. within their own borders. and to
provide statistics as to the various aspects of
the drug trade.-l
Chapter VI:

~la1Ded

the method of ratifioation,

signatures and. the coming into effect

0

f

the convention.

The representatiTes of the gOTermaeBta refused to include
the proposal of the United States regarding an international
commission.
Be doubt there were ma.ny flaws in

~hi8

there wa. some' definite work accomplished..

conTention but
One author

criticizes it because there was no definite time limit for
the suppre's's1on andao certain amount to be reQucea, aDd because only prepare4 opium was forbidden to be exported or
imported while raw opium was not cOTered. 2 Some of these
are mere contentioAs and the recommendations made by this
conTention should haTe had far reaching
effect.

~esults

if put into

At the close of the conference, twelve powers whiCh

1. Woods, Arthur. Danserous Drugs, pp. 52-53.
2. LaMotte. Ellen
l§! Ethics ~ Opium, pp. 183.

w:;

F
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had participated in the drafting signed it, and thirty-four
other powers were invited to sign. l
In Article 23, Paragraph 2, of the First Convention
appear the following words:
-In the event· of the Signature of all the powers invited not having been obtained on the date of the 31st
December. 1912, the Government of the Netherlands will
~ediately invite the powers who haTe signed by that
date to appoint delegates to examdne at The Hague the
possibility of depositing their ratifications notwith.
standing.In accordance with this provision, the Government of the
Netherlands called the meeting for July 1, 1913.

In the

Final Protocol of the Second International Opium Conference.
it was decided that the deposit of the ratifications should
now take place.

Also several notes were sent to governments

which had not Signed, clearing up pOints that they had brought
up.

At the close of the Second Conference, thirty-four of

the forty-six powers had Signed the convention (twelve had
not), while eight had either ratified or were disposed to do so.2
The Third Opium Conference was called in accordance
wi th the third resolutio'n of the Second Conference, which
was
-That should the signature of all the powers invited in
accordance with Paragraph 1 of Article 23 not be obtained
by the 31st December, 1913, the Government of the

1. Willoughb,y, W. W.,
2.

~.

~.

cit., p. 39.
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Netherlands will immediately request the signatory
powers to appoint delegates to proceed to The Hague
eo examine into the possibility of putting into
effect the International Opium Convention of the
22nd January, 1912.At this conference it. was decided that it was possible to
bring into operation the Convention of 1912, although some
powers had not yet signed.
The Convention came into force according to the Third
Conference on December 1, 1914.

At the end of this con-

ference, forty-four of the forty-six powers had signed,
eleven had ratified, and fourteen more had promised to do
so, while not one of the remaining nineteen had expressed
any intention of not proceeding to put the convention into

force. l

When the World War opened, not many countries had

passed the legislation they had promised, and control of the
drug traffic during and immediately after the war was lacking.
This was a critical moment in the fight for limiting the drug
evil because it was very slight then in comparison to what it
is today, but countries were slow in seeing that the drug
situation should be internationalized.

The War brought up

more paramount issues that overshadowed the drug problem and
really stimulated the drug industry to such an extent that
when the war closed this industry was harder to check than
ever before.

1. Willoughby, W. W.

.

~.

£!l.•

p. 39 •
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Just prior to and durlng the World War. the Uni ted
States strengthened its drug laws because arrests had Shown
during the past few years that there were more drugs flndlng
their way into' this country.

Penalties were made more

severe and administrative features strengthened by an act,
1
of January 17, 1914.
By another act2 passed on the same
day. it was provided that every manufacturer of opium. in the
United States must be a citizen ef this ceuntry, must give a
bond of 1100,000 and keep an elaborate set of books for inspection at any time.

By the

Aot of Maroh 3. 1915. 3 the

United States provided regulations fer the practioe of pharmacy and the sale of peisons and narcetic drugs in the conau.
lar districts ef the United States in China.
The Harrison
Narcetic Act4 ef 1914 made provision for the regulatien, im_
portation. manufacture, production, compeunding and traffic
in coca leaves, their salts and Rer1Tat1ves.

Certain sections

ef the Revenue Act of 19185 divided the dispensers of opium
into' fiTe classes and impesed a tax eD each.

1'bese laws

affect the control of the opium trade in the United States
up

to' the time of the creation of the constitution of the

League ef NatioDs.

1. 38 st. L. 275.
2. 38
3. 38

4. 38
5. 40

st.
st.
St.
st.

L. 277~
L. 817.
L. 785.
L.I057.
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As stated heretofore, the Third Opium Conference in
its protocol provided that the Convention of 1912 should

00. .

into effect upon its ratification, in the signatory countries,
regardless

Qf

the other powers.

By the time the World War

clo.ed. the only countries which had signed this convention
were the United Statea, China, The Netherlands, Honduras,
!rorway,' Belgium, Lwtemburg, Sweden and Spain.

The Nether-

lands Government. which had beeR aoting as repository for
these ratifications. proposed to the Peace Conference that
the League of Nations take over this task.

In the Treaty of

Versailles the following Article, No. 295, was inserted, the
effect of which was to secure the ratifioation of the CODven.
tion by all the powers signatory to the treaty:
-those of the High Contracting Parties who have not
yet signed, or who have signecl, but not yet ratified,
the Opium Convention of 1912, agree to bring said Con.
vention into force. and for 'this pt1rpose to enact the
necessary legislation without d..lay and in any case
within a period of twelve months from the coming into
force of the present Treaty.Furtheraore, the powers agreed that ratification of
this treaty should, in the case of the powers which had not
yet ratified the Opium Convention, be deemed in all respects
equivalent to the ratification of

~t

convention and to the

signature of the Special Protocol adopted.

.b,y

the Third Opium

Conference in 1914 for bringing the said convention into force.
-For this purpose, the Government of the FrenCh Republic
would communicate to the Government of the Netherlands &
certified copy of the Protocol of the Deposit of Ratifi.1
cations of the present Treaty and would invite the Govern.
ment of the Netherlands to accept and deposit the said

'"
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oertifiecl copy as if it were a deposit of ratifications
of the Opium ConTentiDn and a Signature of the Additional Protocol of 19l4.·~
.
The ref 01"e-, the Opi_ ConTention· ·of 1912 did Dot come into
effect generally until. the Treaty of Versailles became effective lanuar,y 10, 1920.
fbe· Versaill •• Treaty aceoapliahedwith one stroke of

the pea' 'Ulat which the preceding eight

y.a~8llacl

failed to do t

namaly, the ratification of the Hague CODTeBtion of 1912.
The special paragraph quotH aDoTe wa8pttt into the treaty and
all states more or less had to accept it.

A treaty . . .

necessary at the close-of the war aDel it is a notaDle fact
that "there were 'JDaDY influential hWBaB1tarius aaeug·those
pres.ent at the drafting of the treaty.

These men·saw, beyond

the mere spoils of war, weaker hWDaDity engulfed in the opium
traffic and they were

C01lr&geGllS'

eROugh to giTe a.ded impetus

to the DlO'Yement toward.· centroll1ng dangerous drugs by forcing
all signers of the Versailles Treaty to become adherers to
the Hague ConTention.

1. See the Treaties of Peace with Austria (Article 247),
Hungary (Article 230), Bulgaria (Article 174), Turkey
(Article 280).

CHAPTER III

PRiPABATIOli FOR THE GENEVA COBFEREliCB

p

PREPARATION FOR THE GEDVA OOliFERENClS

!he World War proved a great setbaok to the opium
situation as the more momentous issues of war pushed it into
the background.

Wberi

this conflict ended, it found no great

adherence to the Hague Convention but it did find a great increase in the addiction to manufactured drugs whiCh made some
The Netherlands Governmentl now
immediate action necessary.
suggested that the League of NatioDs be giveD general supervision over the execution of agreements with regard to traffic
in opium in accordance with Article 23 of the Covenant.

Ac-

cording to Article 23 of the League it is provided that:
·Subject to and in accordance with the provisions of
international conventions existing or hereafter to be
~reed upon, the Members of the League, (a) ••••••••••
(b) •••••••••• (c) will entrust the League with the
general supervision over the execution of agreements
with regard to the traffic in women and children, and
tne traffic in opium and other dangerous drugs.When the· agenda for the first ses8ion of the League of
Nations was prepared. Committee No. 2 of the League Assembly,
which dealt with teCbnical questions, was given this general
supervision accorded in section (c) above.
At the twenty-fourth Plenary Session of the First
Assembly2 which met on December 15, 1920, R!he Advisory
Committee on the Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs. 3

1. Under the Hague Convention the Netherlands Government had •
aoted as a repository for ratifications to this Convention.
2. C. 77. I. 39. 1921. XI, p. 538.
3. Hereafter referred to as Advisory Committee.
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was establianed.

This act of the Assembly marked the realiza-

tion of a concept which had its origin in 1912.

At the Bague

OODveJltioD, the United States had presented the idea of a permaDeat international organization to supervise the traffic in_
dangerous drugs but it wa.s too widely opposed at that time to
During the course of ten years there

get any consideration.

wer& many political Changes and now gOTernments were beginning
to realize the value of internationalizing control of a field
as vast as was the drug traffic.

As has already been stated,

The Versailles Treaty stated that all Signatories should be.
come members of the Hague Convention aDd this greatly aided in
securing the ratification of that documen-t.

With thisreso.

lution passed to appoint the Advisory Committee. the next step
was to appoint the members.
fhe membership of the committee l was to be eight in
number t

one~

appOinted

~y

each of the governments named in the

Assembly resolution, i.e., China, France, Great Britain, Hol.
land, India. Japan, Portugal, and Siam.

The idea of special

assessors was adopted, and instead of representatives from
gover-nments with a special interest in the trade, the Council
decided to appoint three assessors with a special and technical knowledge of the opium problem.

It was understood that

the Advisory Committee would be made up of people whose main
1. Composed of representatives of the prinCipal drug manufacturing and opium growing countries.

'""
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interest would be in repr8'senting their own gOTernment,
but these assessors were to have special knowledge nece.eary
for the position and present this from a non-national standpoint.

At this time .there seems to.h ave been no thought of

including on this committee states with the direct interest
of the manufactured drugs, England and France only incidental.
ly being of this type and they with more interest in the opium
problem in their territories.
The Advisory COmmitteel was immediately set up and
held its first meetings in 1921.

Eight representatives from
the countries named in the resolution 2 were present and they

elected M..... G. van Yettwn of the lietherlands, Cb.ai:rman, anti
Sir )(alcoa DeleTingne, Qf Great Britain, Vice-Chairman.

This

was the first body everereated on an international. scale suitable to deal with the opium proble., and thus its failure or
success would have a profound influence on future bodies of
the same nature.

This

oo~ttee

had to start from the very

bottom of the problem and oreate its own foundation.

In order

to get some tangible infor.mation, it was decided to send out
a questionnaire to all nations regard1ag their drug laws, regu.
lations, and problems.

fne main work of the committee was to

settle questiona arising out of t he application of the Hague
1. Its work is fully discussed in a later chapter.
2. China, Great Britain, France, Netherlands, India, Japan,
Portugal, and Siam•

.
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Convention but it had no knowleclge of these questioDs.
real duties of the Advisory

Co~ttee

The

were ver.y ambiguous and

this indefiniteness aoted as a stumbling blook in all of its
activities.
The fifth session was a very important one beoause it
laid the foundation for the First OpiU1D Conference.

By a

Joint Resolution unanimously adopted by both Houses of Congress, and approved by the President of the United States on
Karch 2, 1923, it

W&8

declared that the United States must do

everything in its power to safeguard its people from dangerous
drugs and that the United States BlUst work with the other nations to oombat this evil.

This marked an importaat step in

the United States and was a great departure from its old idea
of staying aloof from the affairs of Europe and the rest of
the world.

It further marked the cooperation of the United

states, more than ever before. in nOD-politiCal matters.

Re-

sul.ting from this resolution, Hon. Stephen G. Porter of the
House of Representatives, the Right Reverend Charles H. Brent,
and Dr. Rupert Blue were sent to the fifth session of the committee in a consultative capacity.
The main work of the fifth sessioa was the discussion
of the proposals of the United states. as follows:
1 •. If the purpose of the Hague Convention is to be
aChieved according to its spirit and true intent,
it must be recognized that the use of OpiU1D pro_
ducts for other than medicinal and scientific

po
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purposea is an abuae and Dot legitimate.
2. In order to prevent the abuse of these drugs, it
is necessary to exercise control of the production of raw opium in such a manner that there will
be

aTailable for non.medical and nonscientific purposes. l
DO 8urpl~s

After discus81ng at length the merits of the American proposal
and asking many questioDa pertaining to it, the Advisory Committ •• adopted resolutions calling for the adoption, in principle, of this proposal, but with the following reservation
as proposed

by

seTeral gOTermneDts:

-The use of prepared opium and the production, export
and import of raw opium for that purpose are legitimate
so long as that use i8 subject to and in acoordance
with the provisions of Chapter II of the Hague Convention.· 2
The Advisory Committee reoommended the inviting of all oountries raising or producing the plants furnishing drugs or
manufacturing drugs luch

&S

morphine, heroin, or cocaine, to

the conference so tll&t a method of limitation or reduction
might be brought about from actual information from the delegates.
These proposals of the Advisory Committee were adopted
by the Assambly of the League of Nations on September 27, 1923,
as is shown by the following text:

1. !his is in substance the resolution made by Mr. Porter in the

House of Representatives. U.S.statutes at Larse, Vol.42,p.1431
2. C. 418. M. 184. 1923. XI, p. 20~.

p
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• The Assembly appro'Ves the proposal of the Advisory
Committee that the Governments concerned should be
invited immediately to enter into necotiatioBs with
a view to the conclusion of an agreement as to the
measures for giving effective application in the Far
Eastern territories to Part II of the ConTention and
as to a reilllction of the amount of raw opiwn to be
imported for the purpose of smoking in those territories where it is. tamporarily continued, and as the
measures which should be taken b.Y the· GG'Vernment of
the Republic of China to bring about the suppression
of the illegal production and use of opium in China,
and requests the Council to inTite those Go'Vernments
to send representati'Ves with plenipotentiary powers
to a conference for the purpose and to report to the
Council at the earliest possible date.
VI. The Assembly, haTing noted with satisfaction that,
in accordanoe with the hope expressed by the Assembly
in 1922. the AdTisory Committee has reported that the
information now aTailable makes it possible for the
GoTernments conoerned to examine, with a view to the
conclusion of an agreement, the question of the limitation of the amount of morphine, heroin or cocaine and
their respective salts to be manufactured; of the 11mitat iOIl of the 8.IIlcuants of raw opiwn and t he co ca lea! to be
imported for that purpose and for other medicinal and
scientific purposes, and of the limitation of the production of raw opium and the coca leaf for export to
the amount required for such medicinal or scientific
purpos'es, requeets the CounCil, as amOaDS of giving
effect to the principals submitted. by the representatiTee of the United States ef America, and to the
poliC7which the League, on the recommene.ation of the
AdTisory Committee, has adopted, to invite the GOTern_
ments concerned to send representatives with plenipotentiary powers to a conference for this purpose, to be
held, if possible, immediately after the conference
mentioned in Resolution V.
The Assembly also suggests, for the consideration of
the Council, the advisability of enlarging this conference so as to include within its scope all countries
which are members of tne League, or parties to the Convention of 1912, with a view to securing their adhesion
to the princiPles that may be embodied in any agreement
reached.In these resolutions of adoption, it will be noted that
1. League of Nations. Fourth Assembl:, Fifteenth Plenarz
Keeting, p. 7.
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the Assembly called for two conferences to be held but the
relationship betweeD the two was not clear.

This became a

cause of misunderstanding as is shown later in the conferences
theuelves.

It was the idea of the British delega.tion a.n4

bitterly opposed by the United States and France.

The First

Conference a.ccording to Reselution V was to make its report
directly to the Council of the League but this was not true
of the Second Conference.

It seems that a better plan would

have been for the First Conference to report directly to the
Second but this was not the case.

Also it was provided that

the First Conference was to select its own president but the
president of the Seoond was selected by the League without
consulting the conference members.

The Advisory Committee

had recommended a conference of oommittees for informal discussion but the Assembly Resolutions called for them to be
composed of representatives with plenipotentiary powers.

Thus

we can see' that the conferences opened with misunderstandings
as to their status and this was shown repeatedly by the mambers
in the various meetings.

Xuch real work was hindered by this

as will be shown in the two following anapters •

.

CHAPTER IV

THE FIRST OPIUM CONFERENCE

"'

THE FIRST OPIUM CONFERENCE
After the American proposals were accepted in principle. the next step was the issuing of a call for the conference
to meet.

In accordance wita the resolution adopted by the

Assembly, the First Conference was called and held its first
. meeting on November 3,1924.

Before the first meeting a

Preparatory Committee had met and formed an Agenda as follows:
-1. Election of President and Vice-President, Officers
of the Conference. and Commissions, Adoption of
the Rules of Procedure. etc., etc.
2. (a) Examination and consideration of the present
situation in regard to the application b,y the
Powers represented of Part II of the International
Opium Convention of 1912 in their Far.Eastern terri_
tories and of the difficulties, which have been en.
countered in giving effect to Part II;
(b) Consideration of the measures which can be taken
to carry out more effectively the policy embodied in
Part II of gradually suppressing the use of opium
for smoking with special reference to the suggestions
put forward for consideration in the second resolu.
tion adopted by the Opium Advisory Committee of the
Le~ue of Nations at its meeting in May 1923, and
(0) Preparation of a Convention to embody the
measures which may be agreed upon b,y the Conference.
3.Consideration (a) of the present situation in China
with regard to the production of opium in the neighboring territories; and (b) of the measures which
might be suggested to the Government of the Chinese
Republic for bringing about a suppression Oflthe illegal production and use of opium in China.Inasmuch as the Chinese situation was one of the main issues
of the conference, it was decided to invite China to send a
representative.

The original resolution had talked of the

1. League of Nations, First Opium Conference, p. 9
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-measures which should be taken by China- but the Agenda
prepared for the conference went further and mentioned
"measures which might be suggested to the Chinese Republic.The resolution. calling for the conference had specified that representatives be sent with plenipotentiary powers
but it soon became evident that many delegations were not
thus endowed.

Each delegation was allowed to make its own

views public concerning any meeting held, but in the light of
the fa.ct that all committee and sub-committee meetings were
held in private and these reports given to the press only
upon the vote of the committee, any statement from a delega_
tion might not clear up the pOints discussed.
The conference decided to take up for consideration
(a) the present situation in China with regard to the production of opium and its effects on the control of tbe use
of opium in the neighboring territories, and (b) the measures
which might be suggested to the Government of Xhe Chinese
Republic for bringing about a suppression of the illegal proThese two topics were
duction and use of opium in China. l
to be discussed simultaneously, one in the morning and the
other in the afternoon.
As has been stated before, China had practically
eliminated opium from her country by 1917, but immediately

1.

p

~.

p. 15
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afterwards there was a renewing of the growth and trade of
this cOJIIILGdity.

For this reason the conference had deeided

to discuss the Chinese situation and to invite China to the
conferenee.

It was seen in the very beginning that this

was a serious problem and the revival of this evil had affected not only China but other countries with colonies nearby.
The illicit traffic was shown to be a grave problem and kept
itself before the conference much of the time.

China came

out boldly in favor of controlling this trade in the best
possible way and promised all the help that she could give.
The Advisory Committee presented statistics to show that there
was much smuggling of opium. into China because of her unsettled
government, whereupon Dr. Sze. Chinese delegate, stated the
following:
·Upon her part, China gives assurance that, when the
pr&8ent disturbed political conditions in her territory comes to an end. and a Goveraaent with more effective administrative powers is establishecl, the
production and use of prepared opiwn will, in fact,
be prevented.
This will be one of the first reforms
to which such a Government will address itself.
That
she will then be able to repeat her remarkable aenievement of the period1from 1907 to 1917 there can be no
reasonable doubt.~e

Chinese delegation went further in stating that an

intelligent and patriotiC public -opinion was being formed in
China toward the reinforcement of the opium laws.

China

would not depart from her policy of absolute suppression and

-

1. Ibid •• p. 28.

-
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would again show the world that she could adequately handle
this enormous problem.

True enough this illicit traffic

was working havoc with some of her best methode, but the
-disease that was paralyzing her nor.mal aotivity- would be
cured by applying rigidly the laws in force.

~e

conference

went on record as accepting China's statement of gOOd faith
in the matter.
With the Chinese situation disposed of, the conference
next turned to the report of the subcommittee on the actual
rates of consumption of prepared opium in the different terri.
tories, the different systems of control of the use of opium
in those territories and the question of contraband trade in
opium.

It was founa that the contraband trade was so great

that no estimate of it could be made and this added greatly
to itohe number of smokers of opium.

Since this trade existed

to such an extent, the actual rates of consumption were indeterminate and no report could be made on them.

The report

showed many systems of control in use and although the com.
mittee was merely one of investigation, it suggested a govern_
ment monopoly as the best method advisable under present con.
ditions.
As regards the smuggling of opium, the committee said
it would be impossible to stop the trade so long as there was
such an enormous quantity of raw opium.

Cooperation between

governments in all phases of the illegal systems seemed to be
the best method of checking this evil.

The system of regis-

tration and rationing of smokers found mDst effective was

F
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that of the Japanese in the island of Formosa.

Yet this

system was so harSh that the committee was skeptical of reccommending it for a large, congested area.

This matter was

dropped by the inclusion in the final text of the draft of a
statement that the ·Contracting Powers- should know that the
system of registration and rationing of smokers had met success in some colonies and that they in turn should oonsider
its adoption if they thought it feasible.

These further

provisions were accepted with minor changes in the final agreement of the convention:
-1. Except as provided with regard to retail shops,
the importation, sale and distribution of opium shall
be a monopoly of the Government and the right to import, sell or distribute opium shall not be leased,
aocorded or delegated to any persons whatever.
2. The preparation for sale of opium for smoking shall
also be made a monopoly of the Government as soon as
circumstances per.mit.
3. (a) The system of employing persons paid by a fixed
salary, and not by a commission on sale, for the retail
sale and distribution of opium shall be applied experimentally in those districts where an effective supervision can be exercised by the administrative authorities.
(b) Elsewhere the retail sale and distribution of
opium shall be conducted only by persons licensed by
the Government.
Paragraph (a) need not be applied if a system of
licensing and rationing of smokers is in force which
affords equivalent guarantees.·~
~ch

discussion arose at the meetings between the

British and Japanese delegations regarding the wording of
the draft.

Continually, the Japanese delegation held for

1. Ibid., Annex l3b, pp 160-62
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a strict clraft.

In JD&J1Y instances- this delegation was sup-

ported by China while France was the main ally of Great Bri tain.
Finally, in practically every iDstance, the British proposals
were giTe!! precedence &!ld they materially lowered. the effective_
ness that the conference might have as8UJllftfl.
According to the final draft, the s8.1e of opium to miners
was prohibited &!ld the Bumber of retail shops were to be limited.
In order to get the opiuapreblem. before the people, it was
urged that a dissemination of literature be made through the
schools.

The suggestion was embodied in the draft that the

export of opiWll, whethecr raw or prepared.. and. the trosit
through, or trus-shipment in, any posses8ion or territory into
which opi_ was imported for smokiDg should be prohibited.
All .ontraeting Powers should assist one another in suppressing
the evil,

ana

furnishing information to the Secretariat of the

League.

The protocol of the conference cODsisted of the main
points already stated as suggestions by the subaommittee or
parts of the final. draft.

China had asked to be a member of

the committee making the report, but she was refused membership and she resigned from the conference.

This report was

sent to the Secretariat of the League, as the conference was
directed, insteaci of to the Second. Conference whi..ch had already startecl its meatiBgs on November 17.

The Protocol of

the First Conference was signed at Geneva on Februar.y 11, 1925 •

•
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The

~"1r8t

Opium Conference completect a cODventioa .mch

was highly unsatisfactory to the countries which had hoped to
have the legal smuggling of opium come to an end in a specified ttme.

~e

conference did not assume any definite under-

taking, and as stated above, China withdrew.

China had

urged that profits from drugs be used for economio and aoral
betterment of the classes of people who used opium, and that
financial cODsideratioDs should not influenoe opium polioies}
but the other countries could not concur in this.

Ttle first

conference did adopt an agreement strengthening Chapter II
of the Hague CODvention by providing that the importation,
manufacture and distribution of opiwa should be made a state
monopoly, with certain exceptions, by prohibiting the sale
of opium to minora and by various other measures.

The main

pOints were put in a ·Protocol- whiCh was to bind the coun.
tries with opium.smoking territories to take stronger measures
for the complete suppression of opium smoking in fifteen years.
This period was to begin after the poppy growing countries had
sufficiently checked the snuggling of opium, which was to be
decided by a commission appointed by the League of Nations.
Consideri~g

the amount of time consumed in meetings and the

discussions held, the First Conference can be said to have
accomplished very little of that which it was called to do.

~----.------~

CHAPTER V

THE SEeom> OPIUll CONFERDCE

F

.

TEE SECOND OPIU:U: COEFERENCE

When the Second Conference met on November 17. 1924.
the First Conference had completed. but not actually signed.
a convention which was highly unsatisfactory.

Some powers

had hoped to see·all agreement reached that would give assurance that the legaJ.ized smuggling of opium would come to an
end within a specified or reasonable period of time, but no
such definite undertaking was assumed by the conference.
At the first meeting of the Second Conference, the
agenda as prepared

by

the League was presented.

It was de-

cided that disOl1ssions should be based on
·Consideration of the measures which can be taken to
carry out the Opium Convention of 1912 with regard to:
1. A limitation of the amounts of morphine. heroin
or cocaine and their respective salts to be manu.
factured;
2. A limitation of the amDunts of raw opium and the
ooca leaf to be imported for that purpose and. for
other medioinal and scientific purposes; and
3. A limitation of the prOduction of raw opium and
the coca leaf for e~ort to the amount required
for such medicinal and scientific purposes.Inasmuch as the First Conference failed to provide an effective
means for the suppression of the traffic in prepared opium or
failed to reach an agreement, Hon. Stephen Porter of the
United States filed a reservation to the agenda to this effect and it was inserted in the record of the meeting.
1. C. 760. M. 260. 1924. XI, Vol 1, p 15
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After the adoption of the agenda, the President presented to the oonferenee a list of the Draft Rules of Prooedure as drawn up by the Seoretariat of

t

he League.

Ac.

oording to these rules, a Business Committee was appointed
which in turn had two genera.l committees selected.

The

first of these was to take up the task of deVising a scheme
for the limitation of the amounts of morphine. heroin and
cocaine to be manufactured. and the limitation of the production for export of raw materials from which these drugs
are made, to the quantity required for medical and scientific
purposes. 1
The second committee should consider the
·re"fision of the Hague Convention which must necessarily
follow on the adoption of any scheme tor the limitation of
the manufacture of the drugs, or the production of the raw
materials. or both.· 2
It was further decided to appoint
several sub_committees to deal with separate and individual
subjects. and
groups.

the~

in turn were to report to the general

The sub-commdttees and the soope of their work were

as follows:
Sub-Committee A. Suggestions for the limitation of
the manufacture of drugs.
Sub-Committee B. Suggestions for the limitation at
opium tor export.
1. Ibid., p. 47.
2. Ibid.

-
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Sub-Co~ttee

C. Suggestions for the limitation of the
production of coca leaf for export.

Sub-Co~ttee

D. The foregoing suggestions from the
point of consuming countries.

Sub-Committee E. Suggestions for the oontrol of the
international traffic mOre especially
in regard to export, import, trans_
shipment, etc., of opium, coca-leaves
and dangerous drugs.
Sub-Committee F. Consideration of the report of the
Health Commdttee of the League of
Na.tions on the medical requirements
for the drugs, and the material collected by the Preparatory Committee
and a:ay

other material- that might be

available with reference to the same
quas,tion.

This Committee, it was

declared, should be composed of medi-

cal, pharmaceutical and statistical
experts. l
In a report given by the Business CoDDdttee at the
ninth meeting, a plan was presented for the division of the
work between the two general comBdttees.

fae measures sug-

geated by the Advisory Committee as a basis for the delibera1. Ibid., Annex 15, p. 455.
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tions of the Seoond Conferenoe were divided into three parts
and it was decided that the first committee should consider
those items falling in the first part and the $econd, those
falling in the other two parts.

These two general committees

each held four meetings before finally dissolving with very
little accomplished, except that their reports served as
bases for discussion on the subjects they covered.
The real work of the conference was to consider the
proposals from two sources: (a) Those made by the AdvisQry
Committee of the League and contained in the Sixth Session
report; and (b) those presented by the different delegations
pre.ent at the conference.

fbe American delegation, led by

Mr. Porter, immediately proposed that the conference should
consider the matter of the suppression of the legalized
traffic in prepared opium in order that it might seek the
solution of the opium proble.m which the First Conference had
failed to find.

This was immediately rejected by the British,

Dutch, French and Portugese delegations but the majority of
the delegations favored it.

However, the ones opposing this

resolution were the delegations from the countries within
whose possessions that traffic actually existed.

As a result

of this prolonged discussion, the conference was adjourned
from December 16 to January 12 and then by motion of the
British delegation, it waited one week longer to renew the
discussions.

p

In this interval correspondence had been
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carried on with the home governments and the personnel of
many delegations had changed.
The

reason for all this debate on the 'competenoe of

the Second Conference to discuss prepared opium was that.
this item had been definitely given the First Conference.
The delegations mentioned as being against the American
proposal contended that their governments understood that
the Second Conference would discuss only narcotic drugs and
not prepared or smoking opium and that they were not prepared
to enter into discussions centering on the latter.

The

American delegation contended, that as the United states
was not a member of the Hague COl1Tentiol'l of 1912 nor the
First Convention, that the American proposal to include the
discussion of prepared opium in the Second Conference was
legal.
Ylhen the conference re-convened, the discussions began
anew.

None of the delegations changed their statements and

it seemed as though the conference was deadlocked when Dr.
Sjostrand, of the Swedish delegation, made a motion that a
mixed committee of sixteen, eight from each of the conferences,
be created to see if some decision could be reached that
would be acceptable to all delegations.

Two protocols were

prepared by this joint committee and these were accepted by
Great Britain, France, The Netherlands, Portugal and India
but they were rejected by the

p

~rican

delegation.

This
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delegation contended that the protocols failed to fix a
definite period within whiCh the legalized traffic in
prepared opium was to be brought to an end.

I. Aguero.

Cuban delegate, suggested that a small sub-committee be
apPointed. which was done. but it also failed to reach an
agreement.

As a result. the American and Chinese delegations

wi thdrew from the conference-.

The pOints under consideratien.

which caused these withdrawals. were embodied in the protocol
annexed to the convention which was drawn up by the Second
Conferenoe.
In its sugges-tions to the Second Conference. the
first article as presented by the American delegation reads:
-The CORtracting Parties shall enact effective regulations for the control of the production and distribution of raw opium (unlesS" laws or regulations on the
subject are already in existence) and coca leaves so
that there will be no surplus available for purposes
not strictly medical or acientific.
The foregOing provisions shall not ope"rate to preTent
the production for exportation, or exportation, of
raw opium for the purpose of making prepared opium into
those territories where the use of prepared opium is
still temporarily permitted under Chapter II of this
Convention (Hague). so long as such exportation is in
conformity with the provisions of this Convention.-~
In regard to this limitation of the production of
opium and coca leaves. there was much divergence of opinion.
The ItaliaD delegation proposed that the American proposal

-

1. Ibid., p. 414.
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should be adopted with the right reserved to each state to
except itself from its operation; or to provide that the control of the production of raw opium should be such that there
would be no surplus available for export except for medicinal
It was decided to refer this matter

and scientific purposes.

to a sub-committee which reported 6 to 2 in favor of the
United states suggestions.

However, two modifications were

madej-the reference to ooca leaves was deleted, and instead
of 'the present CODvention' in the last line but two, 'the
Hague Convention of 1912' was mentioned- l and the following
text was added:
-Further, any Contracting Party may declare, at the
time of its signature of, or accession to, the present
Convention, the limitations subject to which it accepts
this article as regards the production and distribution
of raw opium.
If such a declaration be made, the
other Contracting Parties agree that this article shall
only apply in the case of the Contracting Party making
the declaration, s~bject to the limitation contained in
that declaration. a2
. .
This additional text

and

the American proposal were accepted.

-Thus the sum result of the long discussion on prepared
opium was that the word and was substituted for the word
or in Article 1 of the Hague Convention; the laws and
regulations in execution of this article were to be
periodically reviewed (no fixed period, however), and as
required, strengthened; it was specifically provided
that these laws and regulations were to apply to export
as well as production and distribution (which, however,
merely specifically stated what had been previously
understood as implied); and finally, the provision of
1. Ibid., p. 247
2.

1'Old.

.

Article 3 was made applicable to coca le~ves, which
was not the case in the Hague Convention of 1912.
Surely a meagre result from such prolonged labors.· l
The subject of hashish and i ts control

the present

by

convention was presented at the sixteenth meeting of the
conference.

As this product was not included on the agenda,

the decision was reached that the conference was not competent
to deal with it, however, this subject was referred to SubCommittee F.

This product was studied still further and

was reported on at the thirty-fourth meeting.

It was added

to those substances covered b.Y the Second Convention, Chapter V. and illicit traffic in hashish and its resin was to
be closely guarded against.
One of the subjects brought forward by the American
delegation was that the production of

COCa

leaves should

be controlled so that there would be no. surplus beyond that
needed for medical and scientific needs.

This was referred

to Sub-Committee ··C and the following report made:
·1. Article 2 of the Hague Convention of 1912 shall
be extended to extend to coca leaves;
2. The system of import certificates and export
authoriz~tions shall be extended to apply to coca
leaves.·
Sub_Committee E had to do with the control of the
international traffic and it recommended that a strict
1. Will~ughby. w. W., ~. cit., p. 369
2. C. 760. M. 260. 192~ ~p. 232 •
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authorization be made of all import and export certificates
on eaCh consignment and that eaCh government issuing an export certificate should communicate this to the gover.nment
to which the shipment was intended.

It was further recom-

mended that a strict licensing system be adopted, but the
comndttee realized that much illegal traffic was carried on
and in this spirit it adopted this text:
-The Contracting Parties will examine in the most
favorable spirit the possibility of taking legislative measures to render punishable illegitimate
transactions which are carried out in another country by a persoll residing within their territories.Since Sub-Committee F was to deal with the medical
requirements for the drugs under discussion, it reviewed
the report of the Health Committee and fixed the legitimate
requirements of opium at 450 milligrammes per head and cocaine
at seven.

These needs were taken from reports from countries

with highly developed medical assistance and it was understood
that they could apply only to countries with
tions.

s~ilar

condi-

This committee recommended that -no new product

possessing habit-forming narcotic properties might either
now or in the future be excluded from the provisions of the
In a special report concerning Indian hemp
Convention.- l
(hashish), the committee went of reoord favoring the use

-

1. Ibid., p. 314.
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of this drug and the preparations derived therefrom only
as authorized for medical and scientific purposes.
Probably the greatest work of the Opium Conferences
was the immense publicity resulting therefrom.

lhis sounded

a warning of the drug evil which was heard for many years
allover the world.

They added some, no doubt, to the

Hague Convention and they established a Central BGard~ to
gather all information possible on the drug situation.
With all of the meetings. these conferences failed to do
any of the three things they were called to do, namely:
1. To limit to the world's medical and scienti£ic
needs the production of the raw materials from
which narcotic habit_forming drugs are manu.
factured;
2. To bring to a speedy

e." legalized traffic

in

prepared opium; and
3. To control the international traffic in narcotic habit-forming drugs.
No agreement on the limitation of any of the raw
materials was reached.

The Hague Convention made no pro-

visions for the limitation of Indian hemp or coca leaves
and these conferences failed to add to this.

All that

was done in regard. to opium was the statement in the
1. Discussed in detail in Chapter VII.
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Protocol of the Second Conference that the "Parties signa.
tory to the present Protocol agree to take such measures
as may be required to prevent completely. within five
years from the present date. the smuggling of opium from
oonstituting a serious obstacle to the effeotive suppression
of the use of prepared opium in those territories where
much use is temporarily.-l

The Council of the League

of Nations was requested to appoint a commission to visit
certain countries to find out the limitations and difficulties in those countries and report their advice as to
the measures needed to limit the production of opium to
the medical and scientific needs.

No important advance.

was made in the suppression of the use of prepared opium.
The agreements of the Second Conference in regard to international control. if carried out in good faith. ought to
make easier the control of that vast amount of illicit
international traffic in these drugs which now afflicts
the nations of the world.
There was some feeling that the United States delegation should not have withdrawn from the conference.

Inas-

much as this delegation was attending in an unofficial
capacity only, its sitting no doubt added to the prestige of
the countries favoring such a plan.

1. C. 760. M. 260. 1924. XI., p. 523 •

The American plan was
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under discussion and this delegation probably could have
forced it to a vote by remaining.

~e

main oppositioD came

from the bloc controlling territories in the Far East and
their main contention against the American plan was that
no one controls China and when opium is suppressed in other
colonies illicit opium will flow from China.

However. the

American delegation contended that it could not affix its
signature to anything less than the American plan and that
it could not get the signature of the conference.
We can see that the relationship of the conferences
was not clear and that they did not have reliable and sufficient data from which to get their information.

Also.

the nations concerned economically with the drug trade were
reluctant to give it up and without their aid very little
of an enduring nature could be accomplished.

The most

significant outcome of these conferences was that it set the
world to thinking more about the dangerous drug problem and
paved the way for more effective legislation in the future.

CHAPTER VI

THE WORK OF THE OPIUll ADVISORY CODITTEE
SINCE THE GENEVA CODERlmCES
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CHAPTER VI
THE WORK OF THE OPIUll ADVISORY COlOUTTEE
SINCE THE GENEVA CONFERENCES

Beginning with the Hague Convention of 1912, there
had been in the minds of earnest leaders in the fight against
the drug evil the idea of some per.manent central body to
supervise the trade in dangerous drugs.

HOwever, no such

body was created until the Advisory Committee on the "Traffic in Opium and other Dangerous Drugs" was established by a
resolutionl of the First Assembly of the League of Nations
on December 15, 1920.
The period during the World War saw such a spread
of the opium menace that it caused nations to awaken and
lend their support to some measure of control when the League
was formed.

Aleo, ae hae already been explained, the Ver-

sailles Treaty provided that all signatories to that treaty
would automatically become members of the Hague Convention
of 1912.

Previous to this maneuver very little success had

been met in getting ratifications to the convention although
conferences had been held in 1913 and 1914 for this purpose.
With the reference to the Hague Convention as given in the
Versailles Treaty, a new era in drug control began.

1. C. 77 M. 39. 1921. XI, p. 538.
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The origin, membership and early work of the Advisory
Committee have already been explained in Chapter 3.

This

Chapter, therefore, will concern only the commdttee's work
since 1925.
Immediately following the Geneva Conferences, the
most serious problem confronting the Advisory Comnittee ooncerned the production of opium in China.

All countries

controlling territory in China were urged to make regulations and institute severe, penalties for the breach of
such regulations.

Another important question was the ex.

port of opium from the Persian Gulf to the Far East.

11.

licit traffic here was great and many schemes were discovered
whereby drug edicts were evaded by ingenious methods.

Many

of the investigations carried on by the committee have con_
cerned the Far East.

Up to 1928 China had sent in only one

annual report and Persia none.

It can be readily seen how

hopeless the situation was without information gathered by
the committee itself.
The problem of regulating the illicit traffic has been
constantly confronting the committee.

Each year statistics

have been compiled that have thrown mu.oh light on the activi.
ties of the traffickers.

It was found that there were huge

financial resources back of the traffic and worldwide con.
nections in the dispensing of the drugs.

Several systems

of control have been worked out but they have not proved

---------------------------
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entirely satisfactory.

One systam that has helped oonsider.

ably was the import certificate plan.

According to this

plan. each government was to adopt a system of import certi.
ficates to be prooured b.Y the prospeotive importer of drugs
from his government.

These certificates were to be presented

to the government of the exporting country before any export
was permi tt ed.

One of the principal defects of this plan

is the lack of an organ of oentral control.

There was also

no way of knowing the legitimate needs of--eountries and with.
out this knowledge oertifioates could accompany orders and
countries might still have excessive supplies.

The Geneva

Conferenoe oreated a Permanent Central Board which wow.d
have some power to determine the legal requirements. but as
shown in Chapter 7, its powers were also limited.

It was

not until the Limitation Convention of 1931 that any really
reliable information on aotual requirements was obtained.
Since 1931, legal drugs have been largely kept from the
illicit traffic but clandestine factories have added greatly
to it.

The import certificate plan was a forerunner of

better methods of gathering information.
In 1923 the, Advisory Committeel decided that muQhillicit traffic oould be stopped if eaCh country would communicate with other states oonoerned when seizures were made.

1. C. 72.

•

~
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Summaries were to be sent to the Secretariat who made general
summaries and relayed the information to other countries.
After this was done there was no central bOdy to deal with
the information but many interesting incidents came to light,
one or two of which will illustrate the activities of the
smugglers.

A

new method of sending narcotics from Switzer-

land was uncovered.

Several shipments of clocks. shampoo

powder. etc. were sent to China through certain banks there.
Whsn carefully examined, they were found to contain opium.
In another case a band of interna.tional smugglers, found to
be Russian emigra.nts. received many orders from the Far East.
The checks came through London and Paris and the drugs came
through Bamburg and Copenhagen.

This one example shows how

difficult such problems are to solve because so many countries are often inTol-ved.
In 1926 Sir Jlalcolm -l)eleninge of England expressed the
opinion that such traffic could finally be brought to an end
by a limitation on manufacturing and by strieter international
control as provided by the Geneva Conference of 1925.

1

This

action was finally taken in the Limitation Conference of 1931
but it still failed to solve the problem.
In caees of seizures and captured traffickers, penalties dealt out were so low in many cases that they did not

1. C. 88. M. 44. 1925. XI., pp. 503.
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deter criminals.

The Far East was especially lax in this

respect, although China in more recent times, has given the
death penalty for such offenaea.
The Advisory: Committee became aware early in its work
of the leakage of drugs into the illicit traffic through free
ports and zones, and through its reports frequently called
attention to this situation, it has never been able-to get
muCh control over these places.

In 1930 a Black List was

approved to let all countries know of those caUght in the
illicit traffic.

Since the source of all drugs in this

trade was not known, it was urged that a systemmatic and
searching enquiry be made b,y all countries that manufactured
drugs.

By using this method any country that really wanted

to free itself of illegal drugs would know of all smugglers
caught in other countries.

Therefore it could keep on

guard against the mown criminals.
A much stricter control, based on more accurate and
detalledinformation than had previously been received, was
planned b,y the Advisory Committee in 1930 when it prepared
a new for.m for annual reports.

1

The attempt of the com-

mittee to reach an estimate of the world's legitimate requ1rements from statistics had not met with success.

1. C. 138. M. 51. 1930. XI •• pp. 32-34.

Since
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reports were not sent in, the committee asked the Secretariat
of the League to investigate the medical and scientific needs
in various countries and thus give the committee some basis
for operation.

It could not fulfill the aims even of the

Hague Convention without some fairly accurate estimate.
still, the laxity of national administrative systems prevented
the committee from getting anything like an accurate picture
of the real needs of each state and little success attended
this plan.
Probably the most important reason for the lack of
success in these measures was the fact that most countries
had no administrative units to deal with the drug problem.
The Advisory Committee has repeatedly urged more suitable
administrative machinery and has been responsible in a large
measure for

~proved

systems in many countries.

Secretariat said unification

of

The League

control was regarded as being

of the greatest importance for efficient administration and
direction of policy.

All the information both on the nation-

al and international sides would be thus concentrated in a
single department, and the .d.e1ays and semi-paralysis which
often follow on a divided authority would be avoided. l
Beginning in 1931 the committee began to note an improvement in
cooperation from many countries and this greatly aided it in

1. C. 393. M. 1926. XI., p. 103.
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preparing better reports to present to the Council.
Awakening public opinion bas caused some countries
to get a monopoly of dangerous drugs for reasons of control
instead of revenue.

Many modern proposals for coordinating

drug control call for national and international monopoly.
The opium monopoly for revenue bad existed in India since
the eighteenth century.

. Serious difficulties present them-

selves to governments when they try to control drugs, but
they must see that there are many advantages of control
that will work for the improvement of the situation.
The Convention of 1931 did not indicate that governments were to have monopolies but it did suggest that they
consider the points in favor of such an arrangement.,

The

opposition has come mainly from the fact that suCh a system
of national monopoly would be difficult to administer and
this same fact probably explains the reason for no system of
control in many countries.

Countries with large manufac-

turing concerns to deal with have generally opposed government monopolies, while those with practically no manufacturing have clamored for them.

The power behind the drug

industry is so great that the prospect of destroying it as a
private enterprise, in favor of state monopoly, is one that
most governments cannot face lightly.

This one thing seems

to have caused most governments which manufact'ure drugs to
oppose such a plan.

It does have its difficulties

no

doubt,
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but so does the present system of laxity of control.

llany

dire effects upon mankind are caused by drugs of destruction
being let loose in misdirected channels.
must be willing to

ac~ept

The governments

more respoBsibili ty before they can

get many results and for this reason the Advisory Committee
has been working toward state monopolies.
The subject of direct limitation'of drug production
has been before the Advisory Committee intermittently since
the cODDllittee was formed in 1920.
the problem considered serious.

But not until 1929 was
In that year the Assembly

of the League decided that the direct limitation of drug
production was the basis for settling the drug problam. 1
Since manufacturing countries were the only ones represented
on the Advisory Committee until 1931. it was hard to get this
committee to formulate any plan for a definite limitation of
production.

In that year seven newly appointed members from

non...manufacturing countries were added and immediately the
viewpoint of the committee began to change.
The committee has always .ll,.a.d the idea that when the
trade in drugs is brought under control that the manufacture
will tend to ltmit itself to the legitimate needs.

This

was generally borne out in the first five years of the application of the Geneva Convention, 1928-33.

But in the mean-

1. This had been the central theme of the American proposals
in 1923 but they were disregarded.
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time many clandestine factories had been opened which supplied
the illicit traffickers with more drugs.

The Assembly there-

fore requested the committee to consider some plan for tne
limitation of the production of dangerous drugs.

It was

decided that three fundamental paints had to be considered;
first, the quantity to be manufactured; second, the allocation
of this amount among the present manufacturing countries; and
third, the guarantee
l
full requirements.

tr~t

all countries would receive their

In the same session. the committee adopted a plan to
get estimates and allocate world production to the manufacturing nations.

~is

scheme rather favored the manufacturing

countries whien were members of the committee and did not take
into consideration the feeling of the

coun-

non~ufacturing

tries towa.rds swab. allocation of production.

At the four-

teenth session of the committee a draft was prepared for
the Limitation Conference of 1931. 2
This was not supported
by all of the members of the committee and remained a bone of
contention during the conference.

This disagreement was

furtnered in the Limitation Conference but a plan superior
to that presented b,y the committee was finally adopted.

J

1. C. 168. K. 62. 1931. XI •• p. 4.
2. C. 115. 1931. XI. (Annex). pp. 242-51.
3. This plan as adopted b,y the conference is discussed in
detail .in Chapter VIII.
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In view of

t

he complicated nature of the drug problem

and the fact that the Advisory Committe.e was composed mainly
of men with a national rather than an international point of
view it is not difficult to see why so little has been done.
The smugglers, traffickers, manufacturers. and addicts all
present different problems.

'!he means to carry out a good

plan are available but the will to do so among the states
that are committee members has been lacking.
It was decided in the Limitation Convention to reduoe
manu!aoture, yet this is only secondary to limiting production of the raw materials.

The committee was urged to make

plans for the limitation of production, but it was not until
1932 that this topic was placed on the agenda and then only
after much prodding by the Assembly.

The United States'

representative proposed that there be universal participation
in a conference to limit production but little interest was

shown.

Some countries agreed to the principle of limitation

but either did not reply to a questionnaire in regard to production or said they could not limit it. . EspeCially noted
in the latter group was Bolivia, which produced enormous
amounts of coca leaves.

The Bolivian government stated

it could not undertake to limit production.
even reply.

t~at

Peru did not

As a whole. the South American countries haTe

neTer fully cooperated probably haTing been more delinquent
than any other group in sending in reports •

..
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In reviewing the work of the Advisory COmmittee, we
must bear in mind that many of its troubles exist" before
it began.

It has neTer been ver" aggressive and has nar-

rowly interpreted the principles upon which it was fouaciea.
Its members for the maJor part of its existence have represented manufacturing countries, thus causing national issues
to predominate the discussions.

The nOD-maftui'acturing

countries were repre'sented by assessors, but there were only
three and. their minority kept them from getting their views
adopted.

The committee has really

ae~omplished

in the nineteen years of its existence.

very little

From its first

report to the Council to its very last one there is the
same attitude that something more definite should be done
about the drug problem but the committee feels tllat its
scope of power is too narrow to per.mit it to accomplish
that which

should~be

dene.

Some of its measures have been effective -and in many
instances it tried to regulate the drug traffic instead of
attacking tne more important issue of restricting its source.
The import certificate plan stopped the open routes to the
illicit traffic, the black list supplied police with information about the illicit traffic and information on seizures
helped get before the governments the actual conditions existing in various countries.

All of these plans were good

but no matter how well they worked they did not strike at
the source.
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In general 'iAe-represe.. tatives serving on the colDDl1ttee
were not picked according to qualifications and could not
fill the position with honor.

The committee has no doubt

been handicapped b.Y lack of power but it seems that its
great&st handicap has been a lack of responsibility to tr,y
to accomplish that which was in its power.

The sovereign

states have not been willing to give up their power to any
conmittee.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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CHAPTER VII
THE ORIGIN AND WORK OF THE PER1lANENT CENTRAL OPIu)[ BOARD
Probably the oQtstanding aChie?ement of the Second
Geneva Opium Conference was the establishment of the Per.manent
Central Opium Board.

The creation of this Board was the

result of a compromise between those favoring and those opposing a plan of international control of the drug problem.
The Opium Advisory Committee had been functioning since 1920
but it bad never considered itself competent to carry out any
authoritative program. l
There was no doubt a need for some
body with more power to help supervise the drug trade but
until the time of the Second Opium Conference, the Advisory
Committee had to do the best it could with its limited powers.
During the whole course of the" discussion regarding
the establishment of the Central Board, there was an inter.
play of differences of opinion and compromisee.

Only through

the sheer deter.mination of a few high minded individuals was
the board able to be established with such powers as the separate nations would permit, yet with even this limitation of
powers. its creation showed conclusively that the nations were
beginning to realize that there was a more urgent need for
drastic limitation of the drug trade.

1. See Chapter VI.

------------------------------~.~ ~~~ ~ ~.
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A body known as the Opium Preparatory Committee was
appointed by the Council to draw up a draft convention to
place before the conference when it met.

In preparing

this draft, many interesting attitudes regarding the opium
question were brought to light by the various delegations.
MuCh discussion arose regarding the American and British
plan of direct control and
trol.

t

he French view of indirect con-

This committee failed to return a unanimous opinion

so two additional members were added.

The committee then

prepared the draft that was used for discussion by the
Second Geneva Conference.

This plan favored the French

indirect control system but it went beyond this in calling
for the creation of the Central Board.

This board, like

the direct limitation plan, met opposition from many delegations, the main argument being that such a body would trespass on the sovereign rights of individual states.
In its final form, the plan called for a Central
Board to be made up of experts apPOinted by the Council on
the advice of the Advisory Committee.

The amounts of raw

opium, coca leaves, or any of the substances derived from
these that would be needed during the year was to be reported
to this board.

Furthermore, all governments should report

quarterly on all imports, exports, and re-exports of each of
the drugs, and semi-annually on the amounts manufactured and
the stocks remaining with the wholesalers.

Finally, at the
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end of each year a report was due on the amount of eaCh drug
consumed.

If any -country went beyond its quota, al.l others

would be notified so that they would not send extra drugs
into the particular country.
One of the main powers of the board was the right to
furnish estimates for any country, even non-signatories, if
the country furnished no estimate itself, or its estimate
was too high.

Any nation that felt that it should not

have to stop shipping drugs to another might call a conference to discuss its merits in the case.

As before mentioned.

the idea of submitting the-drug situation to international.
control met with many objections, some of whiCh were brought
out in the Geneva Conference itself. l
After the conference met, six sub_committees 2 were
appOinted to deal with the various phases of the problem.
Subcommittee A.~ on the limitation of the manufacture of
druga, at its first meeting. began discussing the Central
Board and trying to bring the direct and indirect control
factions to some acceptable ter.ms.

Failing in this, the

sub-committee appointed a Committee of Five' which finally

1. C. 397. I. 146. 1924. XI., p. 26.
2. The subjects included under each of these sub-committees
is given on pages 45-46 of this paper.
3. Made up of seven manufacturing countries and five others.
4. Composed of France. Great Britain, Japan. Netherlands,
and the United States.
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reacned an agreement but with many alterations to the plan
of the Advisory Committee.

The Advisory Committee had iD-

tended to create an organ of authority but this was replaced
by one of general superYieion.
In its new for.m the board was shorn of its power and
its nature completely changed.

Figures to be given the

board were reduced and instead of getting each cOWl-try'S
estimates for consumption, maDufactllre and commerce, only
esttmates for medical and scientific use were to be reported.
Estimates were not to be binding and might be changed after
the year had begun and t he board had no power to decide on
the legitimacy of an estimate or furnian one for a country
that had failed to report.

Offending countries could be

asked for explanations but not boycotted.

Only annual

figures and not semi-annual. as proposed in the original
plan. were to be given and government supplies were to be
listed separately and not even discussed by the board.
Since government supplies included raw opium in the Far
East. this was an important exemption.
ment over the

0

The only improve-

riginal measures was that statistics were to

be furnished every two months instead of quarterly.

1

From the Committee of Five the draft was returned to
Sub_Committee A where France led in a fight to have the

1. C. 760. M. 260. 1924. XI., p. 119.
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board shorn of its remaining power.

This sub-committee

made only one improvement and that was ti have seizures
reported annually with explanations.

We can see that it

was a very different plan for a Permanent Central Opium
Board that was finally presented the Plenary Conference and
accepted by the Second Geneva Opium Conference.
The plan for the Central Board was outlined in Chapter
VI of the Second Geneva Conference but arguments regarding
its power, finances and relation with the League were raised
in the Council, Assembly and Advisory Committee.

Finally

it was agreed that the budget of the board should be included in that of the League and thus it would have the
prestige of being a part of the League.

Also an inter-

pretation was accepted that the board should have complete
freedom from delay or interference from any other organ of
the League thus making it a completely independent organ regarding its technical competence.
The Central Board was set up as a body with more power
to get action than the Advisory Committee had been able to
get.

The two bodies have worked together in a fairly mutual

understanding, each going its own way independent of the other,
not antagonistic, yet not overly cooperative.
One of the major tasks of the board has been the formation and improving of national systems of drug control
and welding these together, as much as possible, into an
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international unit.
We have already noted that the Eoard was to collect
statistics.

This was one oftthe great tasks for it to ac.

complish, but this only started its work as it had to compile these statistics in such a way that they could be interpreted intelligently.
anal~zed,

The resulting figures had to be

annotated and used as the foundation from which the

drug problem might be attacked.

The main object was to find

out the legitimate world need of various drugs and to discover, if possible, a way to reduce the output to these
needs.

This was a very difficult task as different climates,

different continents, and different races presented very unlike situations.

When the Board inquired into internal

conditions to find the reasons for the differences, some
countries objected.

One example will suffice.

The rest

of the world outside Russia, Turkey and Japanese territories
consumed only 620 kgs. of heroin in 1929, yet Japan consumed
1351 kgs. in the same period.

The only explanation present-

ed to the Board was that Japanese climate caused so many
respiratory diseases that this much had to be used medicinally.
Cough remedies required large quantities and practitioners
used a lot of heroin because of availability and price.
Since there is no restriction against qualified persons pre.
scribing preparations containing opium derivatives in Japan,
this number is much larger than in other countries.

~----

~-~--~--
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The Board has worked out a system of grouping the
countries into one of six divisions according to use, production, manufacture, etc., and this has been fairly satisfactory, yet it is only with the voluntary cooperation of
all governments that the work can continue to be successful.
In every meeting some statistics are aot available and thus
all reports are incomplete.

The report to the Council of

the statistics for 1929 contained the statement that the
coming into effect of the Geneva Convention was having a
beneficial effect on the drug situation throughout the world.
This report showed a slight decrease in the Uloamt of morphine converted, a deorease in the amount of oooaine manufactured. and a great decrease in the amount of diaoetylmorphine
produced.

The final analysis of the report was to the ef-

fect that the board is concerned with oountries which produce large quantities of raw materials for exporting and
manufacturing.

The report went further in suggesting that

the board be given power to recommend against an offending
country not only an embargo of exports to such country of
the substances covered in the convention, but also of imports from that country.l
Accurate and complete statistical reports of the
worldwide movement of narcotic drugs provide one of the

1. C. 241. M. 120. 1930. XI •• p. 10
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best regulatory devices, and the preparation of suCh reports
is one of the main purposes of the board.

}[any of the

statistical loopholes left in the Geneva Convention were
filled by the Limitation Convention of 1931.

It is inter-

esting to note that gradually more countries send in statistical reports yet in every report to the Council there are many
delinquencies which cause it to be incomplete.
ports come in late it seriously hampers the work.
increasing degree of cooperation

w~s

its report to the Council for 1~3~.1
work in 1935 showed that in the

If the reThe ever

noted by the board in
The report on the

.orl~,as

a whole, the amounts

of morphine, diacetylmorphine and cocaine manufactured in
1934 have fallen below any previous year in which statistics
were available.

The total manufacture and conversion ,also

showed a great decrease.

As all the information necessary

was ,not in, the board was still unable to give a full report.
This shows that the situation in 1935 regarding statistics
was still about as it was in 1929.
Under the Geneva Convention, it was the board's duty
to watch continuously the course of international trade, and
if it were found that excessive

q~antities

of any SUbstance

covered by the convention were accumulating in any country,

1. C. 364. M. 185. 1935. XI., p. 14
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or that there was a danger of that country becoming a centre
of the illicit traffic, the Board was empowered to take cartain steps to overcome

the~ger.

The application of this

convention greatly reduced the amount of the illicit traffic.
:By studying consumption, export, import and seizure statistics,

the board has been able to attack illicit traffic more directly.

It was found that while tons of drugs passed into il_

licit traffic, reports showed but little.

Import certifi-

cates were forged and no origin given for confiscated goods.
Cland.estine factories were shown to exist in some countries,
and illicit traffic was heavy through the postal systems and
ship crews.

Vany cases were called to the attention of the

countries and in general there was a good spirit of coopera_
tion, yet some countries honestly confessed that they could
not handle the situation.
It was mostly through the study of the manufacture
and trade statistics that the board got most of its information.

Since compiling these figures on the illicit

traffic and seizures, much was learned regarding the extent
of the illicit traffic.

New substances were manufactured

that did not come under the convention, and as the bringing
of a new substance under its terms is.a slow process, much
could be manufactured in the meantime.

The problem regard-

ing manufactured drugs is much more satisfactory than that
of raw opium.

#

This is natural in that raw opium is produced
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in generally more backward countries.
The board has done good work with national administra.
tions and was called to send a representative into some coun.
tries. Bulgaria for instance, to help organize their systems.
The fact that government stocks were inaccura.tely kept in
most countries constituted a major problem.

Article 17 of

the Limitation Convention provides that manufacturers must
su1:mit to their governments quarterly statistics, which shall
include the percentage of alkaloids contained in the raw
materials used.

The government in turn must present to the

Central Board annual summaries of the manufacturers' statistics.

If this is 8arefully done by all governments, the

board can ha.ve some accurate statistics upon which to base
its reports.
The Limitation Convention created what is known as
the Supervisory Body to technically examine all statistics
and alter them if necessary.

This was a part of the

measures of the Advisory Commdttee and presented to the
Geneva Conference in 1925 but it was struck out by the com.
mittee dealing with i.t...

It was now seen that nothing

definite could be accomplished without such power as this.
In its work, if not actually, the Supervisory Body is a
committee of the Central Board.

The Limitation Convention

further widened the powers of the board

b,y

requiring better

prepared statistics and b,y covering more drugs.

-------------------
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explanation of the method of calculating the amount must
accompany the report. l
lIore power was also giTen by requiring that a noti.
fication be sent to the contracting parties when any coun.
try is exceeding its estimates with regard to imports.
All countries thereupon are to cease exporting to that coun.
try during the year in question, or until the board is satisfieQ that no further danger exists.

If there seems to be

a danger of any countryts estimate beiDg exceeded, the export to any country not party to the convention of any con.
signment of drugs weighing more than 5 kgs. may be-stopped. 2
Such wide powers as these were not possible of acceptance

by'

the Geneva Convention of 1925.
The Central Opium Board has been functioning since
1929.

When reviewing its reports to the Assembly, we find

that its members are not hampered. by national governments
telling them what to d.o but more from lack of wider powers
from properly constituted authority.

True e-nough the

Limitation Convention added greatly to the prestige and
power of the board and this was done mainly through an
awakened public to the evils of the drug problem.

When

given still wider powers, the board will be more effective.
1. Limitation Convention, Article 5, Paragrpah 3.
2. Ibid., Article 14. Paragraph 1.

-
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-~e Board has had a brief but active career.
It
has acquired data on drug consumption, showing how
much and in what manner legitimate use of narcotics
differed from country to country, and worked out a
formula by which it may be possible to judge the
medical needs of any country in spite of these differences.
It has discovered that huge quantities
of drugs have-been consumed or collected in Japanese
territories since 1929. and that Qomparatively large
amounts of coca leaves are apparentl¥, used. by Latin
people for making toxic wines.
It has found that
a large stock of coca leaves has accumulated in the
Netherlands, and by calling attention to the fact
has insured the Government responsibility for its
control.
The illicit traffic has been shown to
distribute at least ten tons of drugs and hundreds
of tons of opium among addicts each year. the chief
victims being China, Egppt, and the United states,
and some of the origins Turkey and Persia; sources
of the traffic have been discovered in the manufacture of drugs not coming under the Geneva Convention, in the use of raw opium whose morphine
content was not known, in the absence of control
over exports, and in the manufacture directly
serving the illicit traffic.
To meet these situations, Article II and 17 were included in the
Limitation Convention, and an att ••pt was made by
the Board, though unsuccessfully, to secure power
to take measures against a government that did not
control its exports.
The general volume, extent,
and course of the legitimate production and trade
in drugs has been regularized, so that departures
fro.m the normal are easily detected.
It was found
that in 1931 Sweden, Belgium, Yugoslavia, and
Czechoslovakia began to manufacture morphine, and
that Poland and Bulgaria intended soon to do the
same.
These have been, so far, the results of the
Board's labours with statistics.
Of less importance
so far, but of very considerable significance, have
been its activities in organizing national administrative units.-

i. Elseniohi. L. E. S., International Narcotics Control, p.19l.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONVENTION FOR LIMITING THE MANUFACTURE AND REGULATING
THE DISTRIBUTION OF NARCOTIC DRUGS OF JULY 13TH, 1931
The old problem of the limitation of the production
of drugs had been presented many times in former conferences,
but it was such a rash departure from present methods of
attacking the situation that governments were skeptical
about it.

However, in 1929 the Assembly decided to attack

the drug problem from this approach and it called for a
draft to be made summoning a conference to consider the
production of drugs.

Some ardent enthusiasts endeavoured

to have the conference consider the suppression of poppy
cultivation but in its final form it called for a considera_
tion of a difficult and complex task of devising methods
for bringing into effect the limitation of manufacture and
regulation of the distribution of narcotic drugs.

The

Assembly has described this convention as embodying -a bold
conception without precedent in the history of international
Bold though it may have
relations and international law.- l
been, still this conference did not go as far toward limiting
production as was

desi~ed-

b,ymany.

The conference called grew out of former meetings and

1. A. 51. 1934. XI, p. 2 •

.

.
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conventions and was made possible b.Y

th~.

In 1912, or even

in 1925. it would have been impossible to get the powers to
agree to this exaoting a conference.

The former conventions

paved the way towards this and future conferences and showed
the world that more supervision was needed over the drug situation.

International legislation was slow and had to be

built up only as governments were brought to see that alone
they were powerless against the drug traffic.

The first

attack upon a problem rarely solves it but probably in no
international problem has there been such speed in building
up a satisfactory world law as there has been in regard to
dangerous drugs.

The First Hague Convention, covering only

a limited area, occurred only nineteen years before the Limitation Convention which operates in practically every part of
the earth.
In dealing with the Limitation Convention, as in dealing with any international body, we must bear in mind that
it was not drawn up by a permanent organization.

Al though

we have had the Advisory Committee working on the drug situation since 1920, its personnel has changed many times.

The

continuity of membership has been lacking and thus corporate
traditions have not been present.

The Limitation Convention

was building up international law that was pioneering on new
ground.

It was trying to deal with a worldwide situation

and that in itself presented seemingly impregnable barriers •
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The general purpose of international oonventions has
been to secure the application of their principles on as
uniform lines as possible in the various countries of the
world.

This purpose has been aided greatly by the League's

drawing up model administrative codes to the International
1
Opium Conventions of 1925 and 1931.
These oodes are suggested models for the countries to pattern after in fOrming
their own national drug regulations and from this method
there has resulted a more uniform application of the conventions.
The task of the Limitation Conference was a diffioult
one.

Up to 1931 there had been a great decrease in the con-

sumption of narcotics.

It was agreed, that there was still

too much illicit drugs on the market and that this manufacture
should be limited.

Earlier conferences had confirmed the

fact that wholesale trade. export and manufacture itself
pave the way to a great use beyond the legitimate requirements
of most countries.

Also. the League bad learned quite a bit

about the drug situation since 1920.

Through investigations

and compilations of statistios it was fairly estimated tnat
the world required in 1931 for its soientifio and medical
needs about forty tons of drugs and that these,drugs were
manufactured by about sixty lioensed factories.

1, C. 774.

------------
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further investigations, the League had a knowledge of just
what drugs were required in the medical profession and the
extent of each drug needed b.Y different countries.

Since

many ways of dealing with the drug situation had been tried,
the success of these methode could be used in working out a
plan to fit any special case.

Efficient administration and

supervision had already been found to be the best methods
of dealing with the illicit traffic since under this same
system legally manufactured drugs had approximated or fallen
below the actual requirements.

Host of the drugs entering

the illicit traffic were from clandestine factories.

It

can be seen from the knowledge already gleaned that there
had been quite a bit of work done regarding the drug problem.
With this information from which to begin, the Limitation
Conference met under more favorable conditions than did any
of its predecessors.
One of the main prinCiples of the conference was the
stressing of the idea that the drug situation was a worldwide
i

problem.

Heretofore, drugs had been considered from the

Far Eastern angle mostly and had not been dealt with in
their true nature. that of a.problem of the entire human
race.

The fact that more nations have signed this conven-

tion than any previous one bears out the fact that it more
nearly succeeded in showing the international scope of the
drug dilemma.

Many states not even parties to the conven-

8'1

tion furnish statistios and aid in its work.
cooperation was not true under the

fo~er

This spirit of

conventions.

Ac.

cording to Article 30, the Limitation Convention was to come
into force when twenty.five states had deposited their ratifi.
cations.

The required number was secured by July 9th, 1933.

The system put in force by this convention called for
1

the establishment of a Supervisor,y Body

to estimate the drug

requirements for the coming year for all countries and to circulate these estimates.

Those countries having signed the

convention were bound by the estimates, while those not sign.
ers were given an idea of their legitimate needs.

Supervision

over the drug traffic was to be b,y national as well as international bodies, and these two bodies were to work together
in such a way that all drugs moving to authorized buyers from
licensed factories would be known about b,y one or both of
these bodies.

Thus, any cargo taken over b,y an authority

could immediately be determined if legal or illegal.

Also,

there was to be an international audit of the drug accounts
of each nation and the Central Board would check to see if
any nation had exceeded its year's estimate previously pre.
pared by this sama board.

This plan represents the first

attempt so far made by the concerted action of the governments of the world, from the point at which the raw materials

1. Advisor,y Committee, Central Board, and Office International
d'HYgiene publique each to appoint one member •

.
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enter the factory to the point at which they finally reaCh
the legitimate consumer.

Under the convention, no oon-

tracting party may manufacture, export, or import dangerous
drugs without accounting for such transactions. and without
its whole drug situation being supervised by an international
body.

The conference tried by international agreement to

limit the manufacture of dangerous drugs to the legitimate
requirements as worked out by the Supervisory Body.

It

should be understood that the convention for.med at this time
deals only with manufacture while another one to be held
later is to deal with the problem of production.
Naturally this convention can be enforced only against
signatories but the Supervisory Body may make out estimates
for countries not members, and who send ii..n no estimates, in
order to figure the world's legitimate requirements.

EaCh

estimate must show four things, namely,
1. The quantity necessary for medical and scientific
needs.
2. The amount secured for conversion into derivatives.
3. The amount of reserve stock.
4.

~e

quantity necessary for establishing and main-

taining government reserve stock.
Since all countries naturally would not calculate their
estimates alike, all such estimates, to be examined by the
Supervisory Body, must be accompaa'.d by a statement showing

..
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the method used.
Some countries may manufacture too much in any one
year. if so the excess is to be deouOted from the estimate
prepared for the next year.

All drugs designated to be

converted must be convertK in the period specified, otherwise tb.ere might be aR-accumula tJ.,on of drugs in a country
which could not be acourately aocounted for.

If any oountry

signing the convention has an exoess stock present, this
stock must at once be confiscated for government reserve.
This measure was taken so that all known drugs would be
under the supervision of the government from the time the
first estimate was made.
The vital necessity in getting accurate figures on
the drugs used in each country is the bringing of every new
drug, that can be termed dangerous, under the scope of the
conventions.

This can be done only by having some com-

petent body determine the characteristics of any new drug.
Since this was the prevailing opinion at the Limitation Conference, it was decided that the Health Committee of the
League would be the most appropriate international body to
examine and report on such drugs.
At the end of each year, statistics showing the consumption, conversion, manufacture, imports, exports, and
estimates given beforehand of all drugs coming under·the
convention are to be prepared by the board for eaCh country.
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Such procedure will enable the League to see the drug situation in each country from all angles except the illiQ1t traffic, which is hard to estimate with any degree of accuraoy.
Regardless of how good or bad the results agreed upon
by any conference may be, another prime necessity is the providing for an agency to make these results effective.

Fully

realizing this failure in former drug conventions, it was now
provided that all parties signatory to this convention should
set up national administrations to see that the measures were
carried out.

All phases of t he drug problem wtjre to be

strictly supervised with the parties notifying the Secretariat
of the League if manufactured drugs were for internal use or
export.

The discovery of any illicit operations were to be

likewise reported and these in turn sent by the Secretariat
to any other country that might be affected by such operations.
Thus it was agreed upon that the foregoing measures
would make for an effective limitation of manufacture, since
these regulations were the most advanced that any convention
had attempted to set forth.

The interesting point is that

although this convention far surpassed 1ts predecessors in
giving effect1veness to 1ts measures, st1l1 it had secured,
up to 1938. the greatest number (sixty-four) of ratifications
of any convention concluded under the ausp1ces of the League.
Still more important is the fact that the Supervisory Body,

.
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set up by the Lim1tation Convention, received for the 1938
statement reports from sixty-tnree countries and 104 territories and had only to make estimates for ten countries and
two territories. l
SUch cooperation, which had not been
enjoyed under any other convention, coupled with the fact
that this convention embodied the most advanced international administration yet adopted, certainly gives hope to the

world that the drug problem may soon be brought under control.

1. C. 249 K. 147. 1938 XI. P. 134
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CHAPTER IX
OOnnSSION OF ENQ.UIRY INTO THE CONTROL OF OPIUI
SllOKING IN TEE FAR EAST

The movement for the suppression of the opium traffic
began without any basis upon which to e"f'aluate the actual
work of the League in this miseion.

No accurate data was

present and it was only through commissions of enquiry into
different phases of the problem that any tangible infor.mation
could be secured.

lI'any

of the discussions centered about

the Far East, so in 1928 Great Britain drew the attention of
the Council of the League to the fact that the effort to
suppress the smuggling of opium had failed in those territories of the Far East in which opium smoking was still permitted.

She further emphasized. that the prospects of under-

taking the gradual and complete suppression of the use of
prepared opium had receded indefinitely.

The British memoran-

dum was referred to the Assembly which thereby recommended
that the Council appoint a commdssion of three persons to
conduct the enquiry proposed b,y the British Government but
not to restrict their activities to the Far East.
llany

phases of the opium situation were to be investi-

gated by this commission of enquiry.

Much

opium was pre-

pared for smoking and it was necessary to determine the extent to which this was used and the main territories in which

I'
I
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this indulgence was mainly present.

Certain obligations had

been assumed b.Y the Hague Opium Convention of 1912 and the
Geneva Opium Agreement of 1925 but as yet the League did not
know what measures had been taken b.Y the governments of the
Far East to give effeot to these obligations.

No doubt many

difficulties existed, especially the illicit traffic, to prevent the fulfillment of the obligations undertaken by the
countries, but the extent and nature of this illicit traffic
and its relation to laws of the nations was vague even to the
delegatee to the League from these countries concerned.
After a thorough investigation of the entire situation, the
commission was to evaluate its information and to suggest
what action should in the circumstances. be taken by the
governments concerned and b,y the League of Nations. l
Apparently a rather detailed and earnest study was
made in the three

~ear8

eleven territories.

this commission spent in visiting

The conclusion reached was that the

gradual and effective suppression of opium smoking would
require concerted action on similar and concurrent lines by
all governments concerned in the Far Eastern problem.

In

view of this conclusion. the commission's suggestions were
sent to all of the Far Eastern governments and to those
governments having colonies or territories in this area.

1. C. 635 • •• 254. 1930. XI., p. 10 •

.
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The actions suggested should be baSet on international cooperation, covering all the aspects of the opium-smoking problem.
It is interesting to note that practically all enquiries and
committees urged internationalizing the opium problem at this
period,while prior to 1912, and very little immediately after,
it was virtually impossible to get this idea aocepted b,y the
governments.

The League was now urged to use all its efforts

to help the countries reach agreements on t he lines suggested
and carry out such agreements in cooperation with each other.
The League should, moreover, follow closely the situation as
regards opium control for the purpose of insuring progress
and the final suppression of opium-smoking in all territories.
]lany measures for the suppression ot' the habit of opium_
smoking were found but there had been no coordination of these
measures, the resulting oonditions being a disregard for the
laws because of their ineffectiveness.

An international

soientific research campaign regarding the drug problem was
Tery essential as scientific knowledge is an indispensable
factor in this situation and such knowledge be disseminated
to all parts of the world.

This idea was not new but it

added weight to the proposition and many nations are now
conduoting very valuable studies.

Several reports have been

made to the League of the researCh conduoted at the United
states Narcotic Farm at Lexington. Kentuoky and this, when
deemed valuable enough, has been sent to all nations needing

---~~----------
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s~ilar

infor:mation.
The oomrr.ission found further that merely nationalizing

the growth of the poppy plant would never terminate the opium
problem but that international steps should be taken to limit
and oontrol this oultivation.
has been proved in China.

The acouracy of this statement

When she made her big effort to

free herself of the drug menaoe, just prior and during the
World War, her greatest handicap was foreign opium findings
its way into the illicit

Ch~ese

market.

Since the raising

of poppies is an agricultural problem and the revenue derived
therefrom aided the poorer classes, it was found imperative
that other products should be developed and enoouraged by the
governments to take the-place of the poppy plant.

China

used cereals fairly successfully for a period and other
oountries might profit by doing the same.
The social and hygienic conditions were shown to be
at a very low ebb and needed great improvements otherwise
opium would be indispensable to them.

The best prooedure

sugge,sted was an organized public opinion and propaganda conducted through reading material coupled with the educational
system, sports and physical education to show the dire evil
effeots of opium smoking.

The end in view would naturally

be to suppress the use of opium except as a medical or scienti_
fio product.

Such campaigns have been used in regard to

other oonditions and it seemed logical that if the public
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could be made to realize the situation as it existed

th~re

would probably be an awakening and strengthening of forces
opposing the evil.
Another recommendation of the commission of enquiry
was a single intelligence bureau in each territory to pre.
vent illicit traffic.

Not only should this bureau be es.

tablished, but it should have attached to it the necessary
machinery to make it effective, such as fast launches and
automobiles to catch the traffiokers.

When caught, these

traffickers should have imposed upon them such severe penal_
ties that they would sense that the governments were active
in their campaigns.

It was shown that in many instances

penalties were too light and also that fines or imprisonment
differed greatly in the countries investigated when the same
offenee· was oommitted.

This defect would be remedied by

the international control of the traffic as suggested.

When

illegal supplies of opium were found, it was nearly an impossibility to track down the source of it but this could be
remedied by m1x·1ng government opium, which would be the only
legal opium according to the commission's recommendations,
with some seoret substance so that when detected it could be
analyzed and determined if government 01' illicit opium.
This would narrow down the souroe and thus enable the agents
of the government to ooncentrate on illicit factories or
smuggling activities.

To make smuggling unprofitable,
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government opium should be sold low enough so that smugglers
would be incapable of withstanding repeated losses by the
preventive measures.

The principle of making opium a luxury

should not, however, be overlooked if smuggling ceased to be
a danger.

The control of the international trade should

necessarily conform strictly to all international

obligati~n8

of that territory or country with which trading was conducted.
just as force is a necessary corollary to law in
domestic SOCiety, so force must become a necessary part of
any national administration of the opium problem.

The ac.

curacy of this statement was recognized by the commission in
recommending a government opium monopoly for the retail distribution, all shops, licensing and control to be definitely
in the hands of government officials.

All smokers were to

be contacted by the government as soon as possible and all
transactions connected with the distribution of opium to
smokers were to be government functions.

There should be

adopted into the law the prinCiple of medical certificates
being the only basis for the issuance of a license to smoke
opium.

Under such a system as here recommended, a:country,

if in earnest, could certainly go forward in its control of
the opium problem and aid its people greatly by gradually
stamping out the evil.
It is possible to attain real security, the entire
suppression of the use of opium beyond medical and scientific
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One of

needs, only b,y attacking every phase of the problem.

best measures brought forth by the oommission was for the increased and systematic attention to the cure of opium addie.
If prevention could be applied to the production of

tion.

opium and a cure effected for opiate addicts, then the problem
would be narrowed down to the illicit traffic.

The govern.

ments, supported b.Y the medical profession, should take the
lead in the plan for helping these people and the money
necessary should be taken from the opium revenue.

This would

thus attack the problem on two fronts, getting -all revenue
possible from the illioit traffic and. using this to help
those mainly affected by this .traffic.
The proof of any scheme is in the actual working of
it.

This commission made a valuable study and report but

opium production and addiction have never been solved.
In
1938 a Foreign Policy Report l stated that the center of the
illicit traffic is in China and Manchukuo and that the sec.
tion north and south of the Great Wall yields
opium of the world.

90~

of the raw

We can't blame this on the commission

but we can give them oredit for their report and say that
much of the information it gave was used as a basis for discussion in the Limitation Convention of 1931.

This oom.

mission had no power to make any reforms but merely to make
a

surve~

and report and to this end it accomplished its

purpose.

1. Merrill, F. T., "The Opium Menace in the Far East",
Foreigg Policy Report, 12:294-304, Mr. 1, 1937.
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CHAPTER X
PREPARATIONS FOR A LIMITATION OF PRODUCTION CONFERENCE
The great necessity in narcotics control, and especial.
ly opium, if the reduction of the cultivation of raw m&terials.
Before any effective control of manufacture can be accamplished.
there must be a limiting of the production of the raw materials.
Since there has been a tightening of drug manufacture b,y the
application of the Limitation Convention of 1931. the illicit
factories have found their ways to places where actual control
is less.

Likewise, the same result will be found regarding

the raw material unless there can be some definite control
put on all producing areas.
The scheme for limiting production of dangerous drugs.
espeCially opium. has been considered in many international
conferences, but the task has always seemed too large for the
countries concerned.

Yet it is only common sense to see

that all former conventions were useless unless the source
of the supply of dangerous drugs could be checked.

With this

thought in mind, the Assembly of the League petitioned the
Advisory Committee to draw up plans for such a convention.
In accordance with the petition, the committee, at its
twenty-third session (1938) sent a report to the Council
·Concerning the Preparatory Work for a Conference to consider the Jossibility of limiting and controlling the Cultivation of the Opium Poppy and the Production of Raw Opium. ' 1
1. C. 249. M. 147. 1938. XI •• pp. 69
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In this draft the Advisory Commdttee framed a definite statement of the main principles which should serve as a basis
for the future convention, 1ncluding

w~s

of determining

world requirements in raw opium and a·method of adapting
the production of raw op1um to these needs.
The Advisory Committee in 1936 had appo1nted a Preparatory Committee to work out the draft for this convention.
The report of this committee formed the basis for the discuss10n at the twenty-third session.

Certain objects or

motives had to be formulated before it could be shown that
a Limitation of Production Convention was necessary.

It

has already been shown in previous chapters that there was
a great quantity of illicit opium and other drugs available
for use.

This great quantity of drugs had naturally come

from an overproduction of manufacture, and the manufacture
in turn had been made poss1ble by the overproduction of raw
opium or other raw drugs.

This was especially emphasized

by the Preparatory Committee and, inasmuch as the Convention of 1931 had limited the legal manufacture of drugs, 1t
seemed evident that the only hopes of limiting illicit manufacture was to limit production of raw drugs.

This one

condition has been the main cause of much clandestine manufacture.
When the Governments of Western Europe made such
strict laws regarding manufacture of drugs, the ill1c1t
...
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factories gradually moved to the Near East and Far East and
were thus closer to the supply of the raw material.
by

Only

striking at the root of the evil-· can the manufacture of

these olandestine factories be checked.
In addition theoopium smoking problem was greatly
increased in those countries burdened with the evil by the
illicit trade in raw and prepared opium.
by the Geneva Conferenc&8· in 1924 and 1925.

This was noted
Since opium

was produced in such excessive quantities beyond the world
requirements, much of it entered into illicit trade.

A

statement of this nature was the main conclusion of the
Commission of Enquiry into the Smoking of Opium in the Far
East in 1931.

This Commission stated that as long as the

opium poppy was grown unrestricted there would always be
the problem of illicit traffic.

Such conditions as these

led the League to ask the AdviSOry Committee to plan for a
Limitation of Production Conference if the interested countries would agree.
The Preparatory Committee decided that the objectives
of the proposed conference were:

-I. To suppress the abuse of narcotic drugs;
2. To supplement the Hague Convention of 1912, the

Geneva Convention of 1925 and the Narcotics Limitation Convention of 1931.- 1

1. C. 221. M. 123. 1938. XI., p. 13.
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The substance to be covered by this convention are poppies
cultivated for the production of raw opium and raw opium
itself.

These items are to be subject to certain measures

of control if the poppy plant is used for the extraction of
opium alkaloids or if the plant is cultivated for other purposes.

The opium produced is to be what is needed for

medical and scientific requirements except that

non~edica1

uses present in certain countries might be continued if
legal under former conventions.
Certain methods of achieving limitation are suggested
in the draft.

Each country must send in its estimated re-

qUirements and each year's estimate must be taken care of,·
during that year.
to be imported.

In addition, none over this estimate is
All gover.nments which produce opium are to

send in the estimates of their production for the year and
include with this the method used for calculation.

Some

international controlling authority ahall examine these
estimates, and shall have the power to give to each producing
country, on the basis of the estimates, the yearly amounts
to be produced and exported.

Realizing that any excess of

drugs would cause a problem, the committee favored not sowing
more area any year than that which is necessary to meet the
quotas given by the authority nor to export more than that
amount given for ~xporting.
All existing stocks of raw
opium shall gradually be reduced over a period of years and

.--.~----..
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then kept at a level to the needs for annual requirements.
The international body supervising ,this convention shall be
assisted by national control for carrying into force all
clauses contained in the convention.
The recognized world requirements
·of raw opium are determined by the amounts of this
raw material needed for the manufacture of drugs.
medicinal opium, extracts and tinctures, for the
manufacture of prepared opium and for internal nonmedical consumption (e.g.,eating).·~
The aim of the convention is to reduce this supply of raw
opium to the actual needs, and thus reduce the use of prepared opium.
The powers and duties of the controlling body that
will determine the amounts for each country will naturally
have to be delegated after the system of limitation has
been adopted.

One system suggested is the quota system,

under which, a fraction set in advance, of the world requirement, would be allotted to each country.

Under

another system, the free order system, each country sending
in requirements would state what country they wished to buy
from, but this system is criticized as making an indefinite
area of cultivation for eaCh year.

Under either system

the controlling agency will allot to the producing countries
definite production and export quotas.
1. C. 221.

~

123. 1938. XI. p. 16.
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It was agreed that this future' convention could not
be a success unless all countries, or at least all producing
and exporting countries, adhered to it.

Turkey and Yugo-

slavia, through their representatives, made it known that
they would not support the plan unless it was adhered to by
all important producing countries.
,..

The suggestion was

made that countries that had not hitherto produced opium
should not do so in the future, but as nature, climate and
cost of labor limit the area of' opium prOduction, this suggestion did not seem important.
As stated above, this is the draft for a conference
to be held in the near future.

The need of such a conference

is evident, but many changes may be made in the draft before
it becomes effective.

There is no doubt a great need for

a limitation of production and such has been recognized by
every former conference.

....

Much discuBsion along this line

has taken place and many good arguments favoring such a plan
have been given.

The revenue side of the picture is always

kept in the background but the arguments given by certain
delegations give evidence to the fact that finances determine
policies.

For the sake of humanity, this conference should

do what none of its predecessors have done, namely, strike a
death blow to the very heart of the drug evil, the production
of raw opium.

CHAPTER XI
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CHAPTER XI

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The international movement to control the commerce
in opium and other dangerous drugs has come a long way in
the last twenty-five years.
ments making a
merce.

s~lar

In no other field are govern-

attempt-to control an article of com_

The fact that the success or failure of this move-

ment will have profound effects upon other phases of our
economic life gives the drug problem a new significance.
Viewed as a whole, the history of the drug problem presents
many dark sides but likewise more encouraging ones.
There was a movement in some quarters in England
against opium in the first part of the twentieth century,
but the United States became the leader shortly after the
acquisition of the Philippines in 1898.

The first instance

of international dealing with the opium problem, coming
largely as a result of American initiative, resulted in the
Shanghai Conference of 1909.

After reading the proceedings

of that conference, one wonders that so much has actually
been accomplished up to 1939.

Financial and political

greed were so rampant in 1909 that no formal convention was
obtained, but the meeting led to the calling of the First
Hague Conference in 1912.
By 1912 the nations interested in the drug problem

-
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were beginning to realize that public opinion was frowning
upon the evil and expeoting something to be acoomplished by
this oonferenoe.

So, very reluotantly, the nations gave up

a small amount of their oontrol over drugs.

The pages of

the oonference reveal repeatedly the playing of oommeroial
against humanitarian interests but with at least the final
aoknowledgement that the narootios problem was international
in scope.
The convention finally formed in 1912 was so oumbersome that two additional oonferences in 1913 and 1914 were
required before there was enough acceptance to put the convention in foroe.

Then the mighty oatastrophe of the World

War enveloped practioally every oountry that had signed the
oonvention and the narootics problem seemed the least of
their worries.

Actually there was a slipping backwards in

the methods of dealing with drugs during this period and the
emergenoe of peaoe in 1918 found the problem in more dire
need of solution than ever before.
Then one of the bright rays of hope for humanity arose
out of the dark clouds of war.

Thanks to those who look

beyond the mere spoils of war, reference was made to the
Hague Convention in the Versailles Treaty so that the signatories ot the treaty automatically beoame parties to the
oonvention.

Thus in one stroke there was a greater adherenoe

to the Hague Convention in a tew short weeks than there had
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been in the six previous years.
The general supervision of the drug problem was entrusted to the League of Nations, created by the Versailles
Treaty, by the Covenant of the League.

Forthwith, at its

first session, the League constituted an "Advisory Committee
on the Traffic in Opium and other Dangerous Drugs."

Ever

since 1912 there had been the idea of a permanent international body to supervise the drug traffic but the creation
of the Advisor,y Committee was the first such attempt.

The

discussion and national feeling that arose in the appointing
of this committee showed clearly that many nations felt that
national sovereignty was at stake.

The committee was

created amid dissension and there was much -ambiguity as to
its duties and competence.-

At first it was composed of

twelve members from manufacturing countries plus three assessors who were to possess speCial knowledge of the drug

..

problem.

In 1931 seven additional members were appOinted

from non-manufacturing countries.
i~diately

The views of the committee

began to assume different proportions.

There

is still much criticism that the committee is too large and
has too many members from manufacturing countries.

The ap_

pointment of the Advisory Comnattee was a great step forward,
but it has never accomplished much.

Too much nationalism has

been shown ana too narrow an interpretation of its powers
has been adhered to.

It has paved the way for newer and

better controls of the narcotics problem and has given some
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valuable aid in getting information for the study of the
problem.
The Council of the League, at the behest of the Advisory Committee, called fDr two conferences to be held in
1925 to strengthen the Hague Convention of 1912 and effect
final agreement as to the manufacture and production of
r

dangerous drugs.

These conferences were held without their

relation to each other clearly defined.

France and the

United states opposed the two conference idea in vain.

The

First Conference was to report its results to the League and
not to the Second Conference.

The dissension that followed

greatly handicapped the conference in its work.
The First Conference adopted an agreement strengthening the Hague Convention by providing that the importation,
manufacture, and distribution of opium should be made a
state monopoly, with certain exceptions, by prohibiting the
sale of opium to minors. and b,y various other measures.
This was entirely unsatisfactory to those nations that had
hoped to see an agreement reached that would call for the
suppression of the smoking of opium within a specified,
reasonable time.

When China saw that no definite under-

taking was to be assumed b.Y the conference, she withdrew
because she would not allow financial considerations to
influence her opium policies.

China had urged that all

profits be used to aid those who were affected by the drug
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evil but the other powers refused.
The Second Conference was called two weeks after
the first one.

Results of some value were achieved in

regard to the control of the international traffic in narcotic drugs, yet these results were mere facts and did not
call for the creation of an international body for effective
#

control.

The Permanent Central Opium Board was probably

the outstanding creation of the Second Conference.

It

ahowed that a need existed for an international control
agency but there was still enough nationalism present to
prevent a great deal of power being vested in the board.
This board has functioned in a larger measure than the Advisory Committee and has completed some valuable work.

It

marks the beginning of effective control of the drug problem
•

l

but it must have still wider powers to achieve a real supervision of the situation.
The United States had sent delegates in an ·unofficial
capaCity-to the Second Conference.

Not being able to get

the American ideas incorporated in the conference, the American delegation withdrew.

No doubt there was much political

rivalry and commercial greed shown at this meeting. but the
American delegation could have attained more prestige by
forcing the issue with the other nations.
criticism following their withdrawal.

There was much

It was very unfor-

tunate that out of forty-one delegations that took part in
the conference, only fourteen remained and signed the COD-
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vention.

Opium was left

~

about the same place it was

before the conference.
The conference for limiting the Manufacture and
regulating the Distribution of Narcotic Drugs in 1931
added to the prestige of the Central Board by creating
the Supervisory Body.

This body has the power to examine

estimates of countries and prepare estimates to be consider.
ed by those who fail to send them in.

As intended, this

body would have had vastly more powers, but when finally
created, it had to accept that which the sovereign states
were willing to grant.

The Conventions of 1912, 1925 and

1931 show the gradual tendency of governments to transfer
certain powers once considered sovereign to international
control.

This shows a great advance in the drug problem

but it leaves it far from solutton.
The Assembly of the League has proposed a conference
for the limitation of raw opium, the preliminary comndttees
of which met in 1938.

Many students of the drug problem

have believed for years that this is the only effective way
to control the situation.

The source is the main thing,

yet the conferences have been blindly trying to control the
use instead of eliminating this source.

Of course we can

always see the financial views of many of the delegations
\,

in these conferences and their fear of losing national
powers or rights.

--~--~-----------------------
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Regarded as a whole the drug situation is far from
settled.

We should marvel at what has been done because

of the great handicaps the League has encountered.

But on

the other hand, those nations that have been so selfish as
to let humanity suffer for financial reasons should hide
their faces in shame.

Not always has this been given as

the reason, but after a careful study of the question it
seems that this factor is most instrumental in the failure
of states to surrender the drug problem completely to a competent international authority.
The idea that the manufacture of drugs should be restricted to medical and scientific needs has been adopted.
But getting proper cooperation in putting this principle into
effect is entirely a different story.

After admitting the

validity of this rule, nations have constantly refused to give
adequate authority to any controlling agency.

International

supervision has been strengthened but it has never been given
a chance to function in such a way as to have actual control.
In some phases of the problem England has Shown rather
India is a great producer of opium and

a selfish attitude.
a great deal of her

reven~e

in the past has come from this

commodity; therefore, Britain in many instances has blocked

I
'-

~ ~&
I'

suppressive movements.

Furthermore the opium wars of the

nineteenth century with China have ever since been blots on
the English record; yet several English organizations have

--------------------
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done valuable work in the anti-narcotice field.
Japan likewise may be criticized.

China did a great

work in suppressing opium smoking up to 1917 but immediately
thereafter the trade was reopened.

China has since tried to

control the evil but since the Sino-Japanese conflict began
in 1931, the use of opium has spread to the territory occupied
by Japan.

Gavit says -all northern China has been of late

years an open sewer-end for Japan's illicit drug distribution;
to that is to be added now the government-aided production of
raw opium.-

The Japanese claim a fine military control of

their territories so if this is true we must believe that
they do not want to

sup~s

the drug evil.

The vice at

least could be supervised if Japan wanted ta do so.
The most effective suggestion for the control of the
drug problem is the system of monopoly control.

This would

be accomplished through national and international monopoly
with a high degree of cooperation at all times.

All phases

of the problem from the production to the use of the finisbed
product would be supervised.

How soon, if ever, nations

will agree to this is not known at the present time, but certainly we can have hope when most nations are at least admitting that this is the best method.

There no doubt will

be a great struggle before such a system is effected.

....
t,
'''I(~

I'

I
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For

centuries the evil of drug production and use had gone virtually untouched until the modern era awakened to its dire
effects.

Now in a few short years, compared with the long

·
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period of no control, a great movement has been launChed to
rid the world of the drug.

Methods have been tried until

monopoly seems the only answer.

The question before human-

ity today is, will nations awaken from· their lethargy and
put under control the enormous problem of narcotic drugs?
Probably no drug known to medicine is more important than
opium and its derivatives; but uncontrolled, as it has been
in most of our past history, it can certainly have very
.l'"

devastating effects upon those who are so weak as to come
under

its~powers.

Today many are asking if the League of Nations will
continue.

No one knows the answer to this question.

Re-

gardless of the operation of the League in trying to settle
disputes between nations, it seems evident that the social
and humanitarian work will continue.
out

of~e

Ja.pan has now been

League for some time, but She continues to be a

member of the Advisory Committee and had a representative
present at the last meeting in 1938.

This goes to show

that there is a feeling, even amDng the totalitarian states,
that such work as this must continue.
We have had the drug problem with us since Biblical
days and it does not seem that it will disappear from the
international scene at any early period.

Kany appalling

facts have been presented, but now that they are realized
they should be remedied.

If the coming conferences are
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a little more faithful to the ideals of humanity than the
. past conferences have been we shall be going toward the
fulfillment of one of the destinies of the world; but if
the coming conferences are a little less faithful to these
ideals, then we shall be headed toward greater disasters
in the drug problem.

,.

For the benefit of those millions

who suffer from the use of narcotic drugs, it is our hope
that these conferences will meet the problem with understanding and courage.

J
r'
~
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